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Our Union with
Christ in His Death
L. L. Legters

"Ye Shall Be Witnesses Unto M e "
P. J. Wiebe

W h a t is God Doing?
F. F. Weston, D. D.

SOME USEFUL
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HINTS

When you think, when you speak, when you read, when
you write.
When you sing, when you walk, when you seek for delight,
To be kept from all wrong when at home or abroad,
Live always as under the eyes of the Lord.
When you think, never think what you feel
You would blush in the presence of God to reveal;
Whatever you say in a whisper or clear.
Say nothing you would not like ]esus to hear.
Whenever you read though the page may allure
Read nothing of which you are perfectly sure,
Consternation at once would be seen in your look
If God, should say solemnly, "Show me that book!"
Whatever you write, though with haste or with heed.
Write nothing you would not like Jesus to read;
Whatever you sing in the midst of your glees.
Sing nothing that his listening ear can displease.

"He C a n "
H. W. Landis

Wherever you go, never go where you fear
Lest the great God should ask you, "How earnest thou
here?"
Turn away from each pleasure you'd shrink from pursuing
If God should look down and say, "What are you doing?'
•—Selected.

Foreign Missions
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back pay coming, was the only one to show
any resistance. He arrested the battering
crew for parking their car in front of one
of the demolished fire plugs.
ORIENTALS IN AMERICA
SOUNDS LIKE A FAIRY TALE
Recently 800 employees of a shoe factory,
owned by Nathan Brindis, in Lawrence,
Massachusetts, met t o take a vote on a voluntary wage cut. The owner of the plant
came into the meeting, sat on the platform,
and not only talked against a cut, but promised them a raise in pay by July if times
improved. There was some cheering there.

everything must be donated. Everton obtains its water from the Utility Company
which supplies several tons in the neighborhood. Recently the bill reached $750.00,
and no possibility of payment, the company
E"
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PLEASE READ

A REAL BIRD SINGING OVER THE
RADIO

PENNSYLVANIA STATE COUNCIL
Pennsylvania State Council of the Brethren
in Christ will convene at Fairland Church,
Lebanon Co., April 4, 1935; preceded by a day
of religious activities of the Home, Mission,
and School activites.

The following letter and plan were
received after our forms were made
up. It fits with our special drive for
subscriptions.

A very remarkable story comes from
Surrey, England. A young lady, playing her
cello, noticed a nightingale which apparently was attracted by the music. She took her
cello into the garden and the nightingale
unmolested became tame and began to sing
when the young woman played. A radio
operator got an idea, and a microphone was
concealed in the shrubbery frequented by
the bird. They soon were having intermittent broadcasts from this unusual entertainer. The writer in the magazine, "Esquire," says, "When the bird shows up in
the Harrison garden, all programs schedued
for that network must give way while the
bird sings."

1331 Maiden Lane
Springfield, Ohio
Mar. 11, 1935
E. V. Publishing House
Nappanee, Ind.
Dear Editor:
Clark County District is 100% in
taking the Evangelical Visitor. Every
member's home has subscribed to our
Church paper and shall receive it in
the future.
I am enclosing 20 new—paid subscriptions, and a plan wherewith it
was made possible to put the Visitor
into the homes of our members and
friends.
It is a privilege to say we are behind the E. V. Publishing House and
we are doing our bit to make this
church institution a success.
Your District Representative,
P. W. McBeth.

QUITE A BOY!
During the past year Robert Wadlow, big
boy of Alton, Illinois, has grown taller. He
gained 3 inches in height and 25 pounds in
weight. On his 17th birthday, February 21,
he measured 8 feet, 1% inches, and weighed
390 pounds.

Plan of the
VISITOR ENDOWMENT FUND
at
Beulah Chapel Church
Springfield, Ohio
That a fund be created; namely "The
Visitor Endowment Fund," and that
the sum of $20.00 be transferred from
the Sunday School Treasury to the
V. E. F. The rules to govern he
V. E. F. is as follows:
1. That any member of the above said
Church or intimate attender of
services who are not financially
able to subscribe to the Visitor
shall have access to this fund.
2. And that said parties who apply
for funds shall if possible, (a) contribute as much as they can to securing- their own subscription and
that the balance be met by the
V. E. F , (b) If not able to eontribute at all the V. E. F. shall
meet the required amount.
3. That the V. E. F. shall be financed
as follows:
1. By local contribution.
2. By one offering a year from the
Sunday School—if necessary.
i. That the subscription list be approved by the overseer of district

ABLE JURIST PASSES
When Oliver Wendell Holmes, former
Chief Justice of the United States Supreme
Court and veteran jurist of the United
States, passed on a few days ago, there ended a long and useful career. In a great
many ways Justice Holmes set an outstanding example for the people of the United
States. He was a worthy son of Oliver
Wendell Holmes, the famous American poet,
who lived in the nineteenth century. Although he lived to be 94 years of age, he
retained his intellect to the end.
REGARDLESS OF THE COST
A Detroit mechanic was determined to
have the President know something about
his plan which he had developed to solve the
derpession problem. He sent it by wire to
President Roosevelt. I t contained 12,000
words, and it cost $135.00 to wire it to
Washington.
FLAT BROKE
B"

The town of Everton, Pa., in the coal
mine and steel mill region has practically
all of its population out of work and the
town is broke. It has a population of 1,900
and 90% of this population is on relief. No
effort is made to collect taxes. Schools
merely go on after a fashion. The services of the teachers, supplies, fuel, and
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An exchange points out that the Orientals
in this country are not as numerous as generally supposed. "The number seems great
because they do not assimilate with our people. In the United States there are 74,592
Chinese, 148,834 Japanese, and 45,204 Filipinos. A large proportion of the three nationalities are in the Pacific states.—The
Alliance Weekly.
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sent 4 men with sledge hammers to the town
to batter down the threads of the ten fire
plugs and make hose connections impossible,
thinking to force payment of the bill. Evidently there was no way to shut the water
off. A courageous policeman, who has $1,000

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ALL SUNDAY
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS
I have mailed Sunday School Report
Blanks to all Superintendents as far as I
have their addresses. Should any one fail
to receive a blank please let me know at
once. Will every one please be prompt and
send report of your School so that we may
be able to include same in our General Report at Conference?
Yours in Christian love,
WILLIAM PAGE, Sec'y-Treas.
Detroit, Kans.
NOTICE FROM INDIA
Thru the blessing of the Lord in the
kindness of our dear brethren and sisters,
the return of Bro. and Sr. Paulus to India
has been made possible, as well as the furlough of Sr. Steckley, and Bro. and Sr. Dick,
from India to the home-land. Bro. and Sr.
Paulus and family are expected to land in
Bombay on the 28th of February, arriving
in Supaul on the 2nd or 3rd of March. The
Annual Council of the Mission will be convened on or about the 11th of March, D. V.
The India Party will sail from Bombay
on March 28th, on the S. S. "California,"
which is due to arrive in Liverpool on April
16th. Bro. and Sr. Dick are scheduled to
sail from Southampton, England, on April
24th, on the S. S. "Majestic," which is due
in New York on or about May 1st. Sr.
Steckley will likely sail from Liverpool on
the S. S. "Antonio" on April 26th, which is
due in Montreal on or about May 7th.
After the publication of this notice, kindly
address mail for Sr. Steckley, to Gormley,
Ontario, Canada; and for Bro. and Sr. Dick,
to Florin, Penn., c. o. P. E. Dick.
"SPIRITUAL HYMNS"
Due to the fact that there were so many
calls for "Spiritual Hymns" immediately
after our last Conference, a small supply
has been secured t o fill additional orders
These can be had in both the limp and stiff
cloth editions at the following prices: Limp
covers, single copy, 40c postpaid; in quantities of one dozen or more, 35c each not prepaid; Stiff board covers, single copy, 60c
prepaid; in quantities of one dozen or more,
50c each not prepaid. (This is not the new
book).
Send all orders to E. V. PUBLISHING
HOUSE, NAPPANEE, INDIANA.
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Important! Please Read
W e wish to call the attention of all our
subscribers to the very special offer which
is given on the last page of this paper. It
will be remembered, no doubt, by most of
our readers that March 31st closes our
fiscal year, at which time our reports are
made up for Conference.
At the last annual Conference the price
of the "Evangelical Visitor" subscription
was reduced to $1.25 per year. This was
done in the hope that quite a few> who felt
more or less unable, would be enabled,
through a slight reduction in the price, to
continue their paper throughout the year,
and too that a great many would take advantage of the lower subscription price in
making an effort to see that their friends
and others became interested and subscribed for the paper.
It was known at the time this reduction
was made that unless a considerable increase in the number of subscriptions was
realized during the year that there would
be a loss in the total amount of revenue
received and there would naturally be a
deficit on the paper. Perhaps not everyone
knows that practically all religious journals
are published at a loss. W e know of none
except a few that carry general advertising
that really meet the cost of publication.
However, with careful watching we believe
we have kept the cost of our publication
down to the minimum and yet have given
our subscribers a publication worthy of
their appreciation and support.
From letters and reports received we believe the paper is gaining friends constantly
and is appreciated. W e believe our subscribers would like to have us tell them just
what the situation is at this time. W h e n
you receive this paper there will be less
than a month of time left before the fiscal
year closes. There are quite a lot of subscribers whose subscriptions are now past
due. If all these renewed before March
31st, we would not need to report a deficit
in the "Evangelical Visitor" publications
this year. Perhaps not all will be able to
renew, but we trust a goodly portion of
those whose paper is now due or past due
will kindly respond in the next ten days or
two weeks.
Inasmuch as we have not put on any
special drive this past year for new
subsribers, we feel we are justly entitled
to a generous support of our appeal
at this time. Will you kindly read it over,
page 16, and take advantage of this very
special offer in sending the paper to your
friends for the coming year? Please do
not fail to do this now! W e are satisfied
that you can make no better investment
than to see that someone in your neighborhood, some son or daughter, some friend,
has the opportunity of receiving the Gos-
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pel and the many helpful and inspiring messages through the pages of the "Evangelical Visitor" for the coming year.
Please turn to page 16 of this paper, read
what we have to say there, and act so that
your mail reaches us on or before the 31st
of March. Thank you and God bless you!

Our Question Corner
Elsewhere in this issue we again take the
opportunity to answer a few questions
which have come to us. W e believe that a
continuation of this little corner in each
issue of the paper would be highly beneficial. In any live, growing church there
are questions, the answers to which ought
to be disseminated in the widest possible
manner. W e invite your co-operation and
your questions. It is not absolutely necessary that they always be along Scriptural
lines, i. e. asking for an interpretation of
certain Scriptures. There are certain other
vital problems which enter in the thought
and life of every Christian upon some of
which he sometimes wishes guidance. It
may not be possible in the little space allotted for this work to answer every question
as fully as it should be answered. Nevertheless we believe that it will merit the cooperation of our readers. Address your
questions to the Editor of the "Evangelical
Visitor."

"Whose I Am and Whom I
Serve"
It was very clear to Paul after he was
converted that he belonged to Jesus Christ.
Previous to that time he was a Pharisee,
but when the glorious light of heaven flooded his soul on the Damascus road, enlightening him that the One whom he had before persecuted and fought against really
was the Lord Jesus Christ and now his Savior, this proud and haughty Pharisee was
conquered, and he became the servant of
the Lord Jesus Christ, the one whom he
learned to love and obey. In fact he calls
himself the "love slave" of Jesus Christ.
There are far too many Christians in
whose lives the question of ownership has
never really been settled. They hardly
know to whom they belong, and, of course,
never really become established in Christian grace. W e believe that God has a far
deeper purpose in calling men to salvation
than to merely save their souls and grant
them an admittance to Heaven. W e believe He saves us and calls us with a holy
calling and noble purpose. W e may not
be called to be an Apostle as was Paul, but
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it is the same Spirit who makes known the
redeeming power of the Lord Jesus Christ
to us, and we too receive His commission
to go and tell.
It is the purpose of God to separate us
unto Himself. Paul declared he was separated unto the Gospel of God, not to be
used for anything but to make known the
glorious hope of the Gospel in Jesus Christ
and he reaches that point in his experience
where he declares, " W h a t things were gain
to me, those I counted loss for Christ."
W h a t a happy moment it would be in the
life of every Christian if the constraining
love of Christ could work a miracle in our
life that we would be fully taken up with
Him, insomuch that our lives would show
what Paul expresses, "I am crucified with
Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but
Christ liveth in me: and the life which I
now live in the flesh I live by the faith of1
the Son of God, who loved me, and gave
himself for me."

Dig Deeper
Somewhere we have read of a farmer
who once dug a well, and to this well he
brought his horses and cattle to drink.
From it he drew for a long time sufficient
for all the needs of his herds, but a drought
came one summer and the flow of water
diminished in the well and ceased to refresh these herds. Consequently he had to
drive them to surrounding springs and
brooks to give them the necessary water.
One day a visitor stopped at his home
and talked to him about his well. He said,
" W h y not dig the well deeper?"
"But," declared the farmer, "the next
digging must be done through a strata of
rock and flint."
The visitor was persistent and said,
"Even so, though it is necessary to go
through flint and rock, blast the rock and
just a few more feet may give you the most
refreshing stream of water you can
imagine."
This' was done and to the farmer's
amazement and joy the blast brought in a
gushing stream of water which not only
filled the well but overflowed it. It was a
veritable gold mine to his homestead.
Is it not true that with many of us there
has been a spiritual depression, a spiritual
drought, and there is no water in our well?
W e have dug as far as the rock, but we
have never gone through the rock. T o o
many Christian lives are after all only
superficial. Dig deeper, brethren! Let's
blast a few rocks and see if there will not
come a stream of the water of divine grace
that will so fill our hearts and lives with
the glory of His grace, that serving Him
and doing His will, in fact the whole routine of Christian life and duty will become
a joy and pleasure.
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Our Union with Christ in His Death
The Need of a Personal Assent
"For if we have become united with Him in
the likeness of His death, we shall be also in
the likeness of His resurrection; knowing this,
that our old man was crucified with Him."
Romans 6:5-6.

who are "in Christ Jesus" were
first of all united to Him in His death
THOSE
. . . In Christ, my Representative, I
died. All the fruit of that death becomes
mine the moment I believe the fact, but it
is only as I believe that any power of that
death and life becomes mine.
Our great need to-day is to be conformed
unto His death: "That I may know Him, and
the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His suffering, becoming conformed unto His death" (Phil. 3:10). We died
with Him, but most of us are not being
wrought into the likeness of His death, and
hence, we are not like Him in life. The reason for this is, that we have never assented
to what He has done for us, and never have
believed that what He did as our representative is actually ours.
To begin with, let us give a hearty assent
to what God says about the fact that we
have been crucified with Christ; see Gal.
2:20, Romans 6:5-6, II Tim. 2:11 ("If" here
is not the "if" of doubt or uncertainty, but
the "since" of a known fact or condition.
"Since" indicates that we died with Him,
hence we are among those who live with
Him and have life). In Rom. 6:11 we are
commanded to reckon on this fact. God
states the fact that we were united with
Christ Jesus in His death on the cross, regardless of our consciousness of the matter.
There is but one way to translate these
truths of God into life, and that is, by believing them regardless of feeling: as we
begin to thank God that they are true, the
Holy Spirit works the experience of these
truths into life.
When were we crucified?
The question arises, when were we united? When were we crucified? We were
not present when He died, we had not yet
been born. Remember first, He was crucified and died as our Representative, and it
was not necessary for us to be present.
Second, as far as God the Father was concerned, we were crucified with "the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world'.
(Rev. 13:8, A. V.). "Even as He chose us
in Him before the foundation of the world,
that we should be holy and without blemish
before Him in love" (Eph. 1:3). "For we
who have believed do enter into that rest;
even as He hath said, As I sware in my
wrath, they shall not enter into my rest: although the works were finished from the
foundation of the world" (Heb. 4:3). In the
Father's mind and purpose, the work was all
finished, we were crucified and died with
Christ Jesus before the foundation of the
world.
As far as Christ Jesus was concerned, it
was the day He died on the Cross and became a curse for us; when He bore our sins
in His own body on the tree. Then it was
He died as our representative; we were then
united to Him in His death.
As far as the Holy Spirit is concerned, it
was the day we actively believed on the
Lord Jesus as our personal Saviour, when
each one of us said to the Father, "I do believe that Jesus bore my sins in His body on
the tree. I do believe He dted in my place."

Then it was that the Holy Spirit united us
to the death of Christ Jesus, which He had
accomplished as our represenative. "Or are
ye ignorant that all who were baptized into
Christ Jesus were baptized into His death?"
(Rom. 6:3). We were baptized into and
were united in the death of the Lord Jesus
by the Holy Spirit. What God the Father
did in the councils of eternity, as far as He
was concerned, was an accomplished fact,
for "He calleth the things that are not as
though they were " (Rom. 4:17). Hence He
could deal with men and make promises as
though all had been accomplished, though
Christ had not yet died and we had not yet
been born. But what was done by God the
Father and accomplished by the Son becomes a reality and a personal experience
only as we assent and consciously, believingly, look to the Holy Spirit, Who lives in
us, to make it a vital experience in our lives.
It can never be experienced in any when
there is an unwillingness to have this personal experience. Are we actually willing
to be conformed to His death? Nor can it
ever be experienced in any life in which
there is not faith to believe the plain statements of God; but when we believe, then the
Holy Spirit works the reality in our lives.
What does it mean to be crucified? It
really means to become a horrible, repulsive,
despised, hateful thing. It means to become an accursed thing, "for it.is written,
Cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree"
(Gal. 3:13). It also means to become a
dead thing . . . A Jew returned to his
home, his heart thrilling with the joy of his
new-found Saviour. When he told his mother and sisters that he had found that Jesus
of Nazareth is the Messiah, they cursed
him and called him a vile, repulsive, horrible
creature; they sent him from the house, forbidding him ever to return. Three days
later they brought a coffin into the home, a
funeral service was held, and the son and
brother was buried from their sight. He
was dead to them. That is what it means
to be crucified—it means to be as one dead
to everything of the past.
What was crucified?
What was crucified? Not my body surely, for my body was not there. It was not
a physical matter, though the work He did
as my representative was for my body as
well as my spirit, that I should never pay
the penalty of my sin in my body. But our
union with Him in His death went infinitely
deeper and meant more than that. "Knowing this, that our Old Man was crucified
with Him, that the body of sin might be
done away, that we should no longer be in
bondage to sin" (Rom. 5:6). It was my old
self, the "I", the ego, my self-will, my ambitious self, my self-pride—in fact, all that
I received from Adam by my birth, all that
I am apart from Christ. Some call it the
"old man," others the old nature; call it
what you will, it is all that I am by nature
which is crucified with Christ.
When we give assent to this truth though
we cannot see the reality of it in our lives,
the Holy Spirit is able to and does make this
an actual experience for us. The Holy
Spirit can do nothing until by faith we lay
hold of it and then, as we stand on this
truth, He is able to lead us into a personal,
practical experience of crucifixion with
Christ. In the verse just quoted the word
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translated "done away" really means "to
make of none effect," to "render inactive."
One day we were in a home where we were
to have whipped cream with our dessert, but
something had happened to that cream, and
for some reason all the whipping was of no
effect, and the cream would not respond!
Our having been crucified with Christ was
to make the body of sin of none effect while
we live by faith, but it can instantly become
active and dominate the life of a believer
when faith becomes dormant and inactive.
Our crucifixion was for freedom, for he
that died is free from sin, "that so we
should no longer be in bondage to sin." The
purpose was that the domination of sin
should be broken. It is not God's will that
sin have dominion over any child of His; all
died with Christ Jesus, all were united with
Him in crucifixion, but few enter into the
joy of the freedom of the sons of God because they will not believe God's Word.
When any child of God will believe and begin to express that faith in thanksgiving,
day by day thanking Him for the fact
(which one may not yet have experienced)
the Holy Spirit will lead that one into a
glorious personal experience. Then from the
heart he can say: "For the law of the Spirit
of life in Christ Jesus made me free from
the law of sin and death" (Rom. 8:2).

There are four steps in crucifixion. First
the trial. Second, the passing of sentence,
then the giving over of the prisoner to the
executioners, and finally the actual execution, and then united us with His Son in
child of God, there has been the trial, when
God saw, sentenced, handed over to execution, and then united us with His Son in
death. Now will you bring your self-life,
your natural man with all its doings, before
God's judgment bar, and there, in the light
of His Word and in view of what He has
done, agree with God in what He did and
said? You are not to crucify it or put it
to death, but you are to agree with what
God has said and done.
Self—the usurper
In the lives of most Christians, self has
usurped the place belonging to Christ. It is
a criminal worthy of death, but the trouble
is, they do not recognize that this self-life
has been crucified. They do not believe
God's Word, and sin reigns in their lives;
they live in bondage to sin, praying for deliverance, praying that they may die to sin,
but refusing to believe what God says He has
already done. They believe that Jesus died
for sins as their Substitute, and that they
are justified by God. If in the same way
they would believe that Jesus died unto sin
as their Representative they would experience liberty from its domination; for His
death was for sins unto justification, and to
sin unto sanctification. The first does not
avail until we believe it, and the second is
powerless in our lives until appropriated in
the same way, by faith.
Our old self-life which has been crucified
with Christ and which we have agreed is
worthy only of death must be kept in the
place of death by the Holy Spirit. When _ a
man was hanging on a cross in physical pain
and anguish, fever soon set in and thirst became intense, and he cried out, "I thirst, I
thirst." A bystander would hasten to him
with a sponge filled with vinegar, kept
ready to slake the thirst of the dying man,
and hold it to his mouth. So, also, the selflife which has been crucified may cry out, " I '
thirst, I thirst." Do not nourish it, do not
give it a stimulant. Turn your back upon it
and look to the Holy Spirit to keep it in its
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place of death. Let your ear be deaf, let
your heart be adamant. Remember it is
your mortal enemy, the one who has betrayed you, the one who brings you into bondage to sin. Count on the fact that it was
crucified with Christ. The following incident may serve as an illustration:
How it works
Some time ago at the close of a meeting
a man was brought to me; he wanted to become a Christian, so it was not hard to lead
him to the Lord. He soon saw the way of
salvation, and as he saw each step, he acted
upon his knowledge. At last I said, "Now
what are you ?" He replied, "A son of God."
Then I asked, "What have you?" He said,
"Eternal life." Later I asked him whether
he had either a Bible or New Testament;
when he told me he had neither I went to
the lobby of the church where a number of
people were standing, and asked them for a
Testament to give to him. As I was waiting for the janitor to get one, I asked one
of the most spiritual ministers of the town
to go to the man, introduce himself, and invite him to his church. He did this, and afterwards continued talking with him. The
following day another person came to me
and said, "Do you see what a wonderful soul
winner Mr. Blank is, how quickly he led
that man to the Lord?" The life that I had
judged worthy of death and that I had
agreed with God had been crucified began to
cry out, "I thrist, I thirst for rightful recognition of what I have done." There was
just one thing to do and say, "You died, you
were crucified with Christ, I will not give to
you the stimulant you so much desire, legitimate explanation."
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"Ye Shall Be Witnesses Unto Me"
Acts 1:8
'Come and hear, all ye that {ear God, and
I will declare what He hath done for
my soul." Psa. 66:16.

T T is God's purpose that His people shall
•"• make known the plan of salvation by
telling what God has done for them. N o t
only the preachers, but everyone that
names the name of Christ shall praise Him.
"Both young men, and maidens; old men
and children: Let them praise the name of
the Lord." Psa. 148:12, 13. If God's people
do not praise the Lord and tell of the wonderful things that He can do and has done
for them, no one else will, and many people will never find out what God has provided for them. Therefore let us praise
God and tell what He has done for our
souls. It will be twice blessed, it blesses
him who speaks and him who hears. People who never testify are in danger of losing the keen edge of their experience. I
am glad the Brethren in Christ have testimony meetings. W h a t an inspiration it is
to listen to the saints of God as they tell
of the wonderful things He has done for
them and how He has delivered their souls
Can we leave the case in the hands of the from the enemy. Ps. 59:1; Luke 1:74.
Holy Spirit, not explaining, not defending,
In order to be a real witness for Christ
but looking to Him to bring to an end all two things are necessary. First we must
desire for even legitimate explanation of
our side of the case? Let people think have an experimental knowledge of salvawhat they will, let them say what they will, tion. Second, our lives must correspond
let it pass into oblivion. Thanks to God, we with our testimony and with God's W o r d .
have been crucified with Christ.
I John 2:6. If they do not, our testimony
God's great purpose in uniting us with
will
seem as mockery to them that hear us.
Christ in His death was that there might
be an end of the old self and the beginning Lot went out to warn his sons-in-law, but
of a new life . . . God says that we are no the Bible says he seemed as one that mocklonger under bondage to sin, that we are ed. Gen. 19:14. Perhaps the life which he
freed from sin's dominion, but there is a
glorious positive side as well. "That like had been living did not correspond with his
as Christ was raised from the dead through testimony.
the glory of the Father, so we also might
King Saul testified that he had obeyed
walk in newness of life" (Rom. 6:4). "That the voice of God. But he could not dewe, having died unto sins, might live unto
righteousness" (I Pet. 2:24). "In that he ceive the old prophet, because there was
liveth he liveth unto God. Even so reckon abundant evidence that his testimony was
ye yourselves to be dead unto sin, but alive not true. I Sam. 15:14. W e have a right
unto God, in Christ Jesus. And being made to testify to all that God has done for us.
free from sin, ye became bondservants of
However, we should never testify to an exrighteousness" (Rom. 6:10-11, 18).
perience which we do not possess. By
* L. L. Legters, in "The Christ Life" Maga- doing so we bring disgrace upon the cause
zine, U.S.A. (Condensed).
of Christ.
—Sel. by Howard H. Mann.
Is it a cross for you to testify? Even if
The doctrine of the resurrection is full of it is, do not let that keep you from testijoy to the bereaved. It clothes the grave fying. I am convinced that God can fill
with flowers and wreathes the tomb with us so full of His glory that it is a joy for
unfading laurel. The sepulcher shines with us to tell what He has done'for us. W h e n
a light brighter than the sun, and death we get converted we can say with David,
grows fair, as we say, in full assurance of "He hath put a new song in my mouth,
faith: "I know my brother shall rise again." even praise unto our God." Ps. 40:3. If
Rent from the ignoble shell, the pearl is God has saved you, tell people about it. If
gone to deck the crown of the Prince of He has sanctified you, let others know
Peace. Buried beneath the sod, the seed is about it. If He has healed you, testify to
preparing to bloom in the King's garden. it. If He has delivered you from pouting
—Spurgeon.
and all the various manifestations of cat-
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nality, be sure to praise Him for it. But
always remember that your life must correspond with your testimony. I John 2:6.
There are a few cautions which it will
be well to observe. Remember what David
says, "I will declare what the Lord hath
done for my soul." T o tell about a conversation you had with someone is not a
testimony. T o run down someone else and
hold up yourself is not witnessing for
Christ. T o testify higher than your experience, brings disgrace upon the cause of
Christ. T o throw "clubs" at someone in
prayer meeting does more harm than good.
T o compare the sunflower to a Christian
is not telling what God has done for your
soul. T o make a "nice" little speech with
no Spirit in it, is not glorifying God. A
certain writer says that instead of saying,
"I have not sinned in the last five years," it
would be far less grating on the ears of the
audience and more in harmony with the
Gospel if you would say, "Through the
wonderful mercy of God I have been enabled to walk before Him without condemnation for the last five years." Never try
to attract attention to yourself in your testimony; always give the glory to God and
exalt Him. Col. 1:18.
W e find a number of testimonies in
God's W o r d . Joseph testified by his pure
life in Egypt; Daniel and the three Hebrew
children testified before the king of Babylon. Dan. 3:16-18. In Luke 1:46-55 Mary,
the mother of Jesus gives a wonderful testimony. Paul testified wherever he had an
opportunity. Oh, how much good has been
done because people told of the wonderful
things that God had done for them. Therefore let us get a real experience of salvation, live holy and pure lives, and then
God will bless our testimonies to the good
of others.
W h e n shall we testify? The psalmist
says, "His praise shall continually be in my
mouth." Ps. 34:1. Our hearts should be
so filled with praise that we are ready to
testify whenever we have an opportunity.
How shall we testify? By our lives.
I John 2:6; I Pet. 3:1, 2; II Pet. 3:11. By
our words. Heb. 13:15. " W h o s o offereth
praise glorifieth me." Ps. 50:23. "Hear this
all ye people. M y mouth shall speak wisdom." Ps. 49:1-3. By our pen. W h a t a
blessing it is to read the testimonies of
God's people in the Evangelical Visitor.
Brethren and sisters, be encouraged to
write your testimonies for our church paper. It will be a blessing to you and prove
a blessing to others.
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What is God Doing?
By F. S. Weston,
"And therefore will the Lord wait that he
may be gracious unto you, and therefore will
he be exalted, that he may have mercy upon
you; for the Lord is a God of judgment: blessed are they that wait for him." Isa. 30:18.
"But unto the wicked God saith, What hast
thou to do to declare my statues, or that thou
shouldest take my) covenant in thy mouth?
Seeing thou hatest instruction, and casteth my
words behind thee. When thou sawest a thief,
then thou consentedest with him, and hast
been partaker with adulterers. Thou givest
thy mouth to evil, and thy tongue framest
conceit. Thou sittest and speakest against thy
brother, thou slanderest thine own mother's
son, these things hast thou done, and I kept
silence; thou thoughtest that I was altogether
such an one as thyself: but I will reprove thee,
and set them in order before thine eyes." Psa.
50:16-21.
r

E are living in a great and wonderful world. In whatever direction
we look, we see evidences of a powerful
and intelligent Creator. All things are
under the control of a wise and sovereign
Lord.
Few thoughtful persons doubt this. Because that which may be known of God is
manifest in them; for God hath showed it
unto them. "For the invisible things of him
from the creation of the world are clearly
seen, being so they are without excuse."
(Rom. 1:19-20).
W h a t is God now doing? This is the
question often asked. The turmoil of life
at this present moment is almost too much
for man's comprehension, and endurance.
The foundations of governments and society, of church and state, are giving way.
The restraining barriers of lawlessness are
being removed and a wide desolating flood
is coming in. The present is a chaos, and
the future a blurred haze.
In this condition—a condition never so
world-wide—men are asking, where is
God? W h y does He not intervene? W h a t
is He doing? The fact is, God is silent,
and has been for centuries.
Solomon said—"So I returned, and considered all the oppressions that are done
under the sun: and behold the tears of
such as were oppressed, and they had no
comforter; and on the side of their oppressors, there was power, but they had no
comforter." (Eccl. 4:1).
God did not interfere in Solomon's day.
He rarely does now. Yet this is God's
world, He created it. "In the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth." (Gen.
1:1). "The earth is the Lord's, and the
fulness thereof; the world and they that
dwell therein. For He has founded it upon the seas, and established it upon the
floods." (Ps. 24:1).
Has the Creator no care for His Creation? Has He no feeling for His creatures? Oppression, violence, cruelty and
lust are in all lands. Is God indifferent?
God dwells in the heavens and is silent.
W h y ? T w o thousand years ago Cicero
apologized for God's neglect of his earthly

D. D.

kingdom in these words: "The sovereign of
the universe is on the whole a good sovereign, but with so much business on his
hands, he has no time to look into details."
Does this explanation satisfy you? I
think not. W h e n we turn to Scripture this
fact of God's non-interference assumes a
deeper mystery. The Scriptures teach that
when the Messiah came a better day would
dawn. At the Redeemer's advent wrongs
would be redressed, and sorrow would be
no more. "In his day shall the righteous
flourish; and abundance of peace so long
as the moon endureth" (Ps. 72:7).
"He shall set judgment, and justice in all
the earth" (Jer. 23:5) He will put things
right, and make them stay right.
The Messiah has come. But justice, and
judgment are not set in the earth. W h y
not? The answer is, the Messiah was not
received when He came, He was rejected
by His own people, and His right to rule
was disputed by both Jew, and Gentile.
His life was taken from Him. This act
changed earth's relation to God W h o s e
Son He was. Up to this time the world
had been on terms with God. His death
destroyed all terms. It put the. earth under
judgment. It made the world a province
in rebellion against God. God might have
acted in righteousness, and sore punishment might rightfully have come.
But such was not God's course of action.
Instead of judgment there followed grace.
The earth is not receiving what it justly
merits. It is receiving what it does not
deserve. It is now a day of grace, not a
day of judgment. The day of justice will
come, but not until the day of grace is
over. This is a day of grace, the silence
of God is qn this account.
In English law, Sunday is a day of
grace, "on which no judge or magistrate
may sit, and no jury be empannelled." N o
punishment can be given on Sunday. It
must wait a future day.
The period in which we live is God's
Sunday. W h e n the Lord shall come from
heaven again, then, and then only, will the
reign of justice begin.
You ask God to punish wickedness. You
ask God to send the day of grace. You
ask God to end mercy, and act in righteousness. This will be done, but not now.
"The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me,
because the Lord hath anointed me to
preach good tidings unto the meek, he hath
sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to
proclaim liberty to the captives, and the
opening of the prison to them that are
bound. T o proclaim the acceptable year
of the Lord, and the day of vengeance of
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our God, to comfort all that mourn." (Isa.
61:1-2).
If God were to act in judgment against
national wrongs. He must also act against
individual wrongs. Then He would be
reigning in righteousness.
That time will come. W h e n Christ
comes, justice will be established. If our
sense of outraged justice demands instant
punishment of great sinners, why should
not all sinners be judged? Let us be consistent.
This is a day of grace. God is not exacting His due. He is showing His love.
This is the reason for God's silence. "And
therefore will the Lord wait, that He may
be gracious unto you and therefore will
He be exalted, that he may have mercy upon you, for the Lord is a God of judgment:
blessed are all they that wait for him." (Isa.
30:18).
The people on this earth are divided into three classes, each of which is related to
the purpose differently. They are, Jew—
Gentile—Church of God.
Jews, are the sons of Jacob. They are
God's special people. Alienated to-day,
they are to return to God. God's attitude
to them is thus expressed: "I will go' and
return to my place, till they acknowledge
their offence, and seek my face: in their
affliction they will seek me early" (Hos.
5:15).
This is a day of grace for all wrong
doers. It is a time when God is waiting to
be gracious.
W h a t is God's attitude to Nations? He
is sending them the message of salvation.
This has continued for eighteen hundred
years. Daniel's message to Nebuchadnezzar, is God's message to rulers today.
"Wherefore, O king let my council be acceptable unto thee, and break off thy sins
by righteousness, and thine iniquities by
showing mercy to the poor, if it may be a
lengthening of thy tranquillity"
(Dan.
4:27).
The exortation is: "God standeth in the
congregation of the mighty, he judgeth
among the gods. How long will ye judge
unjustly, and accept the persons of the
wicked? Defend the poor, and fatherless,
do justice to the afflicted and needy. Deliver the poor and needy: rid them out of
the hand o>f the wicked."
Is this being done? The Bible says:
"They take no notice, they will not understand. In darkness they will walk" (Ps.
82:5).
Interested in their own plans, God is
forgotten. W h a t is the consequence? "All
the foundations of the earth do shake."
Disorder and confusion have come. W h a t
will the issue be? "Arise, O God, judge
thou the earth, for thou wilt inherit all nations."
God's day of grace and silence will soon
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"He Can"
By Eld. H. W.
T W A S impressed with these two words
•"• as I thought of the past year and shall
take them for my motto for the coming
year. Some of the things I shall say I read
in an article that was written by a worker
in the Oriental Missionary Society or
sometimes called the O. M. S.
In looking to God for deliverance of any
kind we are prone to try to discover what
material we have on hand to work on. If
we are praying for financial help we are
apt to look over the community and try to
think of some one whom the Lord might influence to lend us some money. If there
are no apparent signs of help in that direction it is difficult indeed to believe for
"hard cash."
If it is employment that we need in order to insure continuance of our bread and
butter we make diligent inquiries in the industrial centers.
If we find that the
stores, shops and factories are more than
full handed it is pretty hard work to have
faith that we are going to get work.
If we are ill and our physician is at a loss
to know what next to try in order to alleviate it is not at all easy to convince ourselves that we are going to speedily recover.
It is so human to look and1 crave for
something that will help the Lord out. In
time of need if we can only find a little
something for God to begin on we seem
much better satisfied. T o need a sum of
money and not to be able to think of a
friend from whom it might be obtained
gives a dark background to that scene. To
need work and to find that throngs of
others, as needy as yourself, are also idle

end—"Our God shall come, and will not
keep silence." He will do what men think
He ought to do now."
"And the seventh angel sounded: and
there were great voices in heaven, saying,
The kingdoms of this world, are become
the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his
Christ, and he shall reign for ever and
ever." (Rev. 11:15).
"The Son of man shall send forth his
angels, and they shall gather out of his
kingdom all things that offend, and them
which do iniquity." (Matt. 13:41).
This is the day of God's grace. Are we
thankful for it? Are we in God's hands to
be fitted for life and immortality in the day
soon to come?
Our opportunity is soon to pass. W h a t
then? W h a t is God doing now?" H E IS
W A I T I N G T O BE G R A C I O U S . "
—Selected by "Erstwhile" from the
Evangelical Christian.

Landis

makes the human outlook very dark. T o
be in bed day after day feeling no better,
but rather worse, doctor bill increasing,
business suffering and patience giving out
makes a situation hard to believe through.
The trouble is there does not appear to be
a single human prospect to begin on. The
outlook is all liabilities and no resources to
help out.
N o w to God's children, what is the real
situation? Are there no resources? Yes,
thousands, millions and billions. W h e r e are
they? Above you, below you, around you,
can't you see? After all, you don't need
to see it. Keep your eyes on Him. Just
think a moment, it is not at all necessary
for you to see any help in sight, nor is it
really necessary for God to have any relief
on hand. He does not need anything to
begin with. "In the beginning God created
the Heavens and the Earth." W h a t did he
make them out of? Nothing.
Pretty satisfactory earth to be made out
of nothing. Remember not a scrap of anything was used to make it. "He hangeth the
earth upon nothing." It hangs all right,
doesn't it? Very well then, a God who can
make an earth, sun, moon and stars out of
nothing and keep them hanging on nothing
can supply all your needs. Trust Him and
He will see you through, though he has to
make your needs out of nothing. The
words of Jesus come to me " O ye of little
faith."
W h e n I look at the experiences of the
past year I am able to say from experience,
"He Can." "Troubled but not distressed—
Perplexed but not in despair," this expresses the attitude of faith with unemployment
increasing, taxes increasing through Government Deft, with a drought of many
months while plagues of grass hoppers and
other pestilence destroying crops in the
middle west. W e say it is no time to stand
still or retrench as resources vanish and
things fail.
The words of the prophet Habakkuk
come to my mind, "although the fig tree
shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be on
the vine, the labor of the olives shall fail
and the field shall yield no meat; the flocks
shall be cut off from the fold, and there
shall be no herd in the stall: yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God of
my salvation. The Lord God is my strength
and He will make my feet like hinds feet
and He will make me to walk upon high
places."
W h e n hard pressed on the western front
General Foch sent this report to General
Joffre, " M y right is broken, my left is shattered, my center is in retreat. The situation is excellent, I shall attack." Later on
when the battle had reached its height, he
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made this assertion, " W h e n one has faith,
one does not retire; one stops the enemy
where he finds him."
"Not somehow, but triumphantly." Oh,
the marvelous fruitage of pain! Often the
question arises in our minds, " W h y must
there be so much suffering?" Is there no
other way to bring in the sheaves except
through sacrifice, suffering and pain? The
answer is often given, " W h e n we cease to
bleed, we cease to bless." "He was made
perfct through suffering."
If it was needful for Jesus to be made
perfect through suffering, how about His
followers? M a y God help us to be willing to suffer that we might bless.
To me no pain or fear or crushing sorrow
Hast thou the power without His will to bring;
And so I fear thee not, O untried morrow!
For well I know my F a t h e r is thy King.

Des Moines Iowa.

C. K. B. Question: Can one lose his eternal
inheritance?
Answer: There are some who claim that
eternal life cannot be lost if once obtained, but
that one's inheritance may be lost. As is usually the case when someone tries to establish
a doctrine on one or two Scriptures and
ignores the whole body of revealed truth that
bears upon the point in question some things
must either be built up or dropped in order to
prove their point. According to Hebrews 9:15
when Jesus Christ died He became the
Mediator of the New Covenant by which "the
called" receive the promise of eternal inheritance. Peter also stresses and enhances this
marvelous truth that there is an inheritance
incorruptible and undeflled reserved in heaven
for us who are the divinely chosen and sanctified, who have been begotten of God, and who
are kept by the power of God. To receive or
retain eternal life or be assured of our eternal
inheritance it is absolutely necessary that we
be kept by the power of God. The power of
God can only be operative in the human heart
and life as that life is yielded in constant and
loyal obedience to His Word and Will. Since
all redemption blessings are received by faith,
faith must continue to act and operate in the
heart and life. Faith is the! forerunner of
hope. These must act together to produce
obedience in the life of the Christian until
finally faith and hope are lost in sight.
S. H. Question: Could you give me some
definite statement about the danger of purchasing so-called religious books from agents
who go from house to house?
Answer: This is a wide field and we may
not be able to answer your question completely enough or to give you a statement that will
cover all the ground, but in our opinion there
is a real danger in buying such books unless
you are certain they are sound in their teaching. Books put out on Russellism, usually
sold by the most insistent class of colporteurs,
are mostly imprinted and published by the
Watch Tower or International Bible Students'
Association. If you will turn to the title page
you can always detect their origin. The approach is usually made with the thought that
the book deals with prophecy. It is purported to
explain all the prophetic wonders of the Bible,
and naturally it appeals to the curious. These
books are very misleading because they are
unscriptural in their teachings. People should
study prophecy, but only from such books and
helps as are known to be reliable. We advise
against the purchase of books unless you know
they are sound, and such books that are sound
and right are sold by the B. V. Publishing
House. We suggest that you write to the
Publishing House arid ask them to order the
book you desire or if you are not certain and
would lfke information it will be gladly furnishes.
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Obituaries
HEISEY—Mrs. Lizzie Musser Heisey, wife
of Amos H. Heisey, Florin, Pa., was born Nov.
10, 1864, and passed away February 26, 1935,
aged 70 years, 3 months and 16 days. She
was a faithful member of the Brethren in
Christ Church until death.
Besides her husband, she is survived by the
following children: Florence, wife of Amos
Bricker, Florin; Edna, at home; Emma, wife of
James Metzler, Mount Joy; Martin, Florin; and
Irwin, Mount Joy; two grandchildren, and the
following brothers and sisters: Mrs. Jacob
Books, Cleona; Amos and Joseph Musser, Harrisburg; John L. and Benjamin L. Musser,
Chambersburg, and Mrs. Jesse Myers, Mechanicsburg.
Services were held from the home at 1:00 p.
m. Friday, followed by services at 1:30 p. m. at
the Cross Roads Church, conducted by Elder
Abner Martin and Elder Graybill Wolgemuth.
Interment in the adjoining cemetery. Text:
Num. 23:10 and II Tim. 4:6-7-8.
GISH—Catherine Moyer-Gish was born near
Mt. Patrick, Perry county, Penn. She was
married to John L. Gish of near Liverpool,
Perry Co., Penn. Father and Mother Gish
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came to Kansas in the spring of 1878, locating
in Dickinson Co., where mother Gish spent her
remaining years. Her husband preceded her
in death nearly nine years ago. Mother died in
Abilene, at the home of her oldest son, Jacob
I. Gish, Feb. 23, 1935, aged 86 years, 11 months,
and 14 days.
She united with the Brethren in Christ
Church soon after marriage and remained a
member until death. The infirmities of old
age prohibited her regular attendance at services in recent years, but she maintained her
interest in Christian things; being a diligent
reader of the Bible in her home.
She was the mother of fourteen children,
seven boys and seven girls, nine of whom survive, namely: Jacob I., Abilene, Kans.; Mrs.
Anna Haldeman, Upland, Calif.; Mrs. Ella Ginder, Tulare, Calif.; J. Harvey Gish, Abilene;
Mrs. Mary Maust, Navarre; Abraham G. Gish,
Enterprise; John M. Gish, Enterprise; Mrs.
Katie Lahr, Abilene, and Alvin M., Upland,
Calif. In the family are 34 grandchildren, 43
great grandchildren, and one great, great
grandchild.
Funeral was held from the Abilene Church,
burial at Belle Springs cemetery. Bish. R. I.
Witter and Eld. Joel Carlson, officiating.
MATER—Joy Adelaide, infant daughter of
Bro. and Sr. John J. Mater, of Wainfleet, Ont.,
was born Feb. 7, 1935, and died Feb. 22, 1935,
aged two weeks and one day.
While her stay here was brief, her passing
left an aching void in the home where she was
so "welcome.
There remain to mourn their loss her father,
mother and three brothers, Lyle, Clyde and
John, besides grandparents, aunts and uncles.
Funeral services were held in the home,
Feb. 23, conducted by Bish. L. Shoalts, assisted by Eld. Jesse Sider. Text: II Sam. 12:15-23.
"This little bud so bright and fair
J u s t came to show how sweet a flower
In Paradise could bloom."
BAILEY—Sr. Ida Bailey, wife of the late
Elias Bailey, of Sherkston, passed away at
the Douglas Memorial Hospital, Fort Erie,
Feb. 1. Her death came following a lingering
illness. The late Sr. Bailey who was in her
61st year was born in Humberstone township,
a daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose
Edsoll. She was a member of the Brethren in
Christ Church for many years.
She is survived by two sons, Irvin of Ridgeway and Marvin of Buffalo; also two sisters.
Mrs. W. W. Harrett of Alymer and Mrs. Fred
Fairbanks, of Wainfleet; two brothers, James
Edsoll of Wainfleet and Walter Edsoll of Buffalo; also five grandchildren.
Funeral services were held on Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 5, from the home of her son, Irvin Bailey, of Ridgeway, to the Brethren in
Christ Church, Sherkston. Bish. Bert Sherk
officiated, and interment was made in the adjoining cemetery.
CLINE—Sr. Sarah L. Burgar-Cline,
of
Stevensville, fell peacefully asleep in Jesus at
her home Feb. 7, 1935, at the age of 76 years,
8 months and 23 days. In the year 1858 she
was born in Bertie township to her parents,
the late George and Mary Burgar, and was
married to Nicholas Cline in 1879, with whom
she lived for fifty-six years. Both she and
her husband were faithful members of the
Brethren in Christ Church for some years. Sr.
Cline had been sick for two weeks, and her
death was the result of heart failure.
She leaves to mourn their loss, her husband,
Bro. Nicholas Cline, three daughters, Sr. Albion Winger, of Stevensville; Mrs. Charles
Grunisen, and Mrs. Anthony Girard of Buffalo;
two sons, Bros. Ray and Jacob Cline, of Stevensville, also eighteen grandchildren and one
great grandchild.
Bish. Bert Sherk, assisted by Eld. William
Charlton, officiated at the funeral service held
at the home, thence to the Brethren in Christ
Church. Interment was made in the adjoining
cemetery.
DABOI.I,—Mr. George Daboll, was born in
Throld township, Ont., in the year 1854; died
at his home in Crowland township, near Welland, Ontario, Jan. 13, 1935, at the age of 80
years, 3 months, and 6 days. Fifty-nine years
ago he was married to Miss Emma Bowman
of Phelem township. To this union were born
seven children, three sons and four daughters,
one daughter preceding him in death fifteen
years.
He leaves to mourn three sons and three
daughters, and his aged companion, also fourteen grandchildren.
Mr. Daboll had been in poor health for a
number of years, but the end came very unexpected. The morning of his death he failed
to arise from his bed at the usual time, and
on going to his bed they found that he had
passed away.
Funeral services conducted at the undertaker's parlor bv Jonathan Lyons, assisted by
Eld. Marshall Winger. Text: John 11:28. "He
calleth for thee."
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BABCOCK—Bro. Miles Babcock was born
near Roblin, Ontario, Aug. 7, 1868; died at his
home, Wilson Ave., Throld road, near Welland,
Ont., Feb. 20, 1935, at the age of 66 years, 6
months, and 3 days. In the year 1891 he was
married to Miss Ella May Greer. To this union
were born eight children, four sons and four
daughters. The oldest son died in infancy.
Leaving to mourn their loss which we believe
to be his eternal gain are a beloved wife, three
sons and four daughters, also twelve grandchildren. Bro. Babcock had been confined to
his home for about three weeks with the flu
and had recovered sufficiently to be about his
duties, and on the 20th of Feb. he walked out
to the store to buy provisions for the home, on
his return he was talking to his companion,
who has been confined to her bed for over
eleven years, entirely unable to help herself.
In the conversation he said he felt somewhat
tired after his walk and that he would" sit down
and rest a while, at the same time continuing
their conversation. Finally he failed to respond to the words of his companion, and as
she made an effort to see the cause of his silence she found him struggling for his breath
and passed away 1 to his reward. At the time
of his passing, he and his companion were
alone in the house and she being unable to
leave her bed, had to wait until some of the
neighbors came in.
Funeral services were conducted at the
house, by Jonathan Lyons. Text: I Cor. 15:26.
"The last enemy that shall be destroyed is
death."
ZEIG1ER—Sr. Delia Zeigler passed to her
reward on Tuesday evening at 9:30, Feb. 12.
1935. Two years last Mother's day she accepted the Lord Jesus as her Saviour. Later
in that year she united with the Brethren in
Christ Church, with whom she enjoyed fellowship very much, tho many times was not able
to attend the service, because of ill health. A
number of times the Lord healed her frail
body; but this one time it pleased the Lord to
relievo her of her suffering by taking her
home. She suffered a complication of disease
since September, 1934.
She leaves to mourn, her husband, three
sons, Cecil, Paul, and Merle; also three sisters,
Elizabeth Wright, Williamsport, Pa.; Ella
Haight and Ethal Lynck both of Montoursville,
Pa., also three brothers, Robert Jones, Linden,
Pa.; Mckindly Jones, Procter, Pa., and Seth
Jones, Williamsport, Pa.
Funeral services were conducted from the
Mountoursville undertaker's parlors to Barbour's Church where further service was conducted by the Pastor, Eld. Henry T. Frey. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
NISSLEY—Reuben E. Nissley of 335 Donegal Springs Road, Mount Joy, Pa., was born
April 29, 1859, and departed this life February
24, 1935, aged 75 years, 9 months, and 25 days.
He passed away at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. Aaron S. Landis, Mechanicsburg, of a
complication of diseases. He was a son of the
late Christian and Mary Eby Nissley and was
born in Mount Joy township. He was a faithful member of the Brethren in Christ Church
until death.
He is survived by the following children,
Mrs. John Stehman, Manheim; Mrs. Aaron
Landis; John W., of Lancaster; and Amos W.,
West Collingswood, N. J.; also a sister, Mrs.
Fianna Reist, of Mount Joy; and two brothers,
John E., Pasadena, Calif.; and Frank E., Edimsburg, Wash.
Private services were held at the home of
Mrs. Landis, followed by public services a t the
Cross Roads Church, conducted by Bish. L. O.
Musser, assisted by Eld. I. W. Musser. Text:
Rev. 7:16-17. Interment was made in the
adjoining cemetery.

DANGLER-CLIPFING-ER — On Feb. 12th,
1935, at 8:00 a. m. Bro. Mervin Dangler and Sr.
Nellie Clippinger, both of Chambersburg, Pa.,
R. R. 2, were united in holy wedlock at the
home of the officiating minister, Eld. Charlie
Byers.
We wish the blessing of the triune God on
this union.
BOOK-McCAHAN—On March 2, 1935, Roy D.
Book, son of Bro. and Sr. Wm. H. Book, of
Mifflintown, Pa., and Jane C. McCahan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles McCahan, of Port
Royal, Pa., were united in holy wedlock at Altoona, Pa., in the Bethany Lutheran Church by
the Rev. Harry S. Saul.
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Our Mail Bag
City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Bid. Herman 0 . Miller and
wife, (113—4t.ii Ave., Altoona, Pu.
Buffalo Mission, 25 llnwloy St., in charge of Kid. and Sr.
Earl Hossert.
Chicago Mission, fiOilU Ilalsicad St., in cliarge or Sarah
Kert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7J22.
Dayton Mission, (i() I Taylor St., in charge of tiish. W. II.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Itoyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2d St., Barbara llitz, Mary
Scntz. Hell Phone, (inrlleld (1431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 (llicrrero St., In charge of Maggie
E. Sollenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1804.
Wellaml Mission, 3(1 Ifilizubeth St., Welland, Old,, in charge
of Bishop Jonatlian Lyons and wife.

Kunil Missions
Bethel Mission, hi charge of Kid. and Sr. I). 10. Jennings,
Sylvillus, Va.
" * . Carmel Mission, in charge of Wider II. P. Heisey anil
»Ife, (lladwin, Mich., Star ltollle.
Kentucky Mission Fiehl, hi charge of Wider Albert Hngle ami
wife, (liulhi, Kentucky.
Houiihtou Mission, Ontario, in charge or lidward (lihnore anil
wire, Idelhis .Sidcr, Tillsonbiirg, Out., It. I.

Orphanages
Messiah Or|ilianaue, florin, Pa., Brother Clarence llerr. Steward
and Sister Susie llerr, Matron.
Mt, Carmel Home, Morrison, III., hi charge of Sr. Katie Builinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. 1). I., and Sister Mattie
Graybill, 1175 llailey St., Ilarrisbnrg, Pa.

This department is intended for general
church news. Concise reports of missions, revival campaigns, Bible Conferences, and definite testimonies. All reports and testimonies
must necessarily be condensed. Copy should
reach us two weeks preceding the date of issue. Evangelistic slates will gladly be printed when furnished us in proper form.—Editor.

REVIVAL SERVICES
A series of evangelistic services were opened at the Brethren in Christ Church, Stevehsville, In Black Creek Dist., Ont., on Jan. 15,
and continued for three and one half weeks.
These services were conducted by Bish. Ray
Witter, of Kansas, who ministered to the congregation each night with powerful and spiritrilled messages, effectual in convicting people of sin and awakening in them their need
of Christ.
Backslidden members were reclaimed and
those who had gotten out of fellowship were
revived. Some sought and found Christ for
the first time. The annual Bible Conference
was held in connection with the services on
Jan. 30-31. Again heart-searching messages
were brought to the large audiences during
the Conference, and it was enjoyed by everyone. We thank God t h a t our faith has been
revived and strengthened as never before, in
the merits and power of the blood of Jesus
Christ.
We earnestly hope t h a t those who have
found Christ in this revival may become "rooted and grounded in Him" and founded on the
Rock, Christ Jesus. May t h e blessings of God
attend our brother as he continues in his mission of lifting up the Redeemer to a dying
world.
—B. C. Cor.
MT. CARMEL MISSION
Gladwin, Mich.
Dear readers of the Visitor:
We felt some would be interested in reading
a report of our revival meeting which was
held at our middle appointment in the Leatonville school house, during the month of Feb.
Bro. and Sr. William Lewis came to labor
with us during this meeting and did not spare
themselves, but with untiring effort gave forth
the Word with the unction and power of the
Holy Ghost. Quite a bit of calling was done
in the community and some day prayer meetings were held which proved a real blessing
to God's people, as they were times of real
melting together and getting a stronger hold
on God in prayer and souls were enlightened
to their need of the baptism of the Holy Ghost.
The workers here at the Mission together
with Bro. and Sr. Lewis banded themselves together to spend #special time in fasting and
prayer that God might give us a real break
and t h a t souls might see their lost condition.
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Others of the members were doing likewise
and then we could feel the tug of prayers ascending in our behalf from those a f a r distance
even so far as California by J. H. Byers and
others.
God did meet with us for which we want to
give Him all the honor and praise. We had
four weeks of meeting and it was a real heartsearching time for both saint and sinner. The
last night of the meeting was one of real victory and blessing. Some prayed thru and were
definitely sanctified and the shouts of victory
were heard—the Lord blessing different ones
as some prayed thru.
It seemed the meeting was a hard pull all
the way thru, the devil tried to hinder in so
many ways. The first night of the meeting the
car stopped on the way home from the services and we couldn't get it started and it was
around 20 below zero that night. They worked on it a little but had to stop because of the
intense cold, so they called a neighbor to take
us home in their car. Two nights after that,
we had to depend on others to take us to the
services. We got it to running again but it
gave trouble all thru the meetings. Sometimes
we got part way there and then would not go
and the load would have to walk the rest of
the way, etc.
Then when the car did work a big snow
storm came and blocked the roads from Tuesday until Friday before our road was opened
the entire way' to the services. Quite a bit of
walking was done during that time as it was
the only way of getting there. Some places
the drifts were too deep to put a horse thru.
Some nights we went with the horse and
sleigh after it was so a horse could get thru.
But when all these hindrances came we just
felt like holding on to God a little harder in
prayer and with real faith as we felt he had a
real blessing for us if we j u s t kept on believing. About twenty five were at the altar
altogether and some received very definite help
for which we give God the glory.
We want to make special mention at this
time of an offering of $18.40 sent us by the
Fairview Sunday -school, Ohio, to be used for
purchasing coal for our furnace. We scarcely
know how to express our appreciation for this
as it made our house so much more comfortable, giving us steady heat and holding the
tire so our nome was warm and cozy after being away calling all day, or coming home late
from the meetings night after" night. The
weather was quite severe during the four
weeks of meeting and we would often be quite
cold till we wouid get home. If we would not
have had the coal, the fire would have often
been out and our house cold, as we only have
soft wood to burn and it will not hold fire
long. This extra comfort was especially appreciated on account of o'lir small children,
often having them with us at night and being
able to come home to a warm house.
Continue to remember us in prayer.
Henry P. Heisey and workers.
Program for
STATE SUNDAY SCHOOL MEETING
at 1:00 p. m.
MESSIAH BIBLE COLLEGE PROGRAM
at 3:00 p. m.
STATE HOME MISSION MEETING
at 7:00 p. m.
to be held in the
FAIRLAND CHURCH
Lebanon County, Pa.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING
April 3rd, 1935
PENN. STATE COUNCIL, APRIL 4th, 1934
STATE SUNDAY SCHOOL MEETING
1:00 Devotional
1:15 Address—The I d e a l Sunday School
Teacher
Eld. Fred K. Bowers
Souderton, Pa.
1:50 Special Song
Frey Sisters
1:55 Address—To what extent should our
church attempt to s t a r t new Sunday
Schools in out-lying sections following
the tent meetings?
Eld. Abner Martin
Elizabethtown, Pa.
2:30 Special Song
Frey Sisters
2:35 General Discussion
3:00 Congregational Song
J. W. Wolgemuth, Chairman,
Elizabethtown, Pa.
J. P. Heisey, Sec'y,
Millersville, Pa.
Avery Sollenberger, Treas.,
Chambersburg, Pa.
MESSIAH BIBLE COLLEGE PROGRAM
3:00 Needs of the School from the viewpoint
of the Board of Trustees—D. H. Martin
Elizabethtown, Pa.
3:15 Special Song
3:20 What the School is able to produce
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Grantham, Pa.
3:50 What we have received from the School
Laban Wingert, Chambersburg, Pa.
4:10 Special Song
Closing remarks and prayer.
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PENN. STATE HOME MISSION MEETING
Theme: "Forward"
"Lengthen thy cords, and strengthen thy
stakes" Isa. 54:2.
Evening
7:00 Devotions
Special Song
7:20 Topic: "The Field"
Eld. A. W. Climenhaga, Grantham, Pa.
Special Song
7:55 Topic: "The Laborer"
Eld. Allen Brubaker, Granville, Pa.
Special Song
8:30 Expressions
1. Sr.Myrtle Hutchinson
2. Bro. Roy Deibert
3. To be supplied
4. To be supplied
Monroe Dourte, Chairman
Manheim, Pa.
Jesse N. Lehman, Sec'y.
Carlisle, Pa.
Harvey K. Light, Treas.
Lebanon, Pa.
UPLAND, CALIF.
They sailed on a rainy day—Bro. and Sr.
Geo. Beare and daughter, Allene, returning
missionaries, sailed from Los Angeles harbor
at 3:00 p. m., Feb. 4, on board the Asama Marie
S. S. Although it was raining steadily,
about 175 of their friends from Upland and
elsewhere were there to see them off. Bro.
Heller of Los Angeles read Psa. 121. A quartette sang a number or two and all joined in
singing, "I've Anchored My Soul in the Haven
of Rest" and soon the coarse whistle sounded
and they were under way for Dhamtari, Central Provinces, India, where the Mennonites
have their work. Many were the tears shed
and "God speeds" given to the dear ones who
have again endeared themselves to all of us
while they were home. Sr. Ida, daughter of
Bro. B. P. Swartzendruber was converted in our
church and grew up from childhood here. Allene sought God in Bro. Albert Engle's meetings and received a blessed experience to which
she freely testified. Bro. George sought and
found sanctification here. May God care for
them all the way and keep them full of the
Holy Ghost and use them blessedly as they return.
A blessed sermon—It was a great privilege
to listen to Bro. Ludlow—father of Sr. Sumner
Musser, Sun. a. m., Feb. 10. The words of his
text were, "Without a vision the people perish." Enoch, Abraham, Daniel, Paul and John
were some men spoken of as men of faith and
vision. Our hearts were filled with joy as we
listened to this very inspiring message delivered in a new way by this aged saint. He is
from Washington.
—Cor.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION
Greetings in our precious Saviour's Name.
He never fails, seemingly much else fails. Thru
these experiences in life He attracts the saints
more and more. He is made our portion and
strength in resting in Him, and leaning on
Him. Jesus said, learn of me. What a need!
What a privilege! What a strength! Wonderful
to go from grace to grace. Blessed Jesus,
"Wonderful Saviour."
These three months since last reporting to
the Evangelical Visitor have swiftly gone by.
These days have brought us in contact with
numbers of new people and our time has been
extremely crowded.
We had special meetings over two Sundays,
conducted by Eld. Alvin Burkholder, from Dec.
31 to Jan. 6 inclusive. Attendance and interest were good. A few nights excepted on account of rains. There was a number at the altra—both among believers and unsaved. One
brother whose hearing is quite impaired—was
able to hear the entire messages and said his
soul was searched from cellar to garret, was
rejoicing, because he is one who keeps the victory and loves the truth.
We had a blessed altar service a few weeks
ago. A Negro sought the Lord for the pardon
of his sins—how he did pray and weep and
plead for pardon. When the Lord met his
soul, how illumed he was. There was glory
within and without. God's presence was so
clearly manifested. AVe have not witnessed
in a long time, such soul agony, a soul getting
beneath the load of their sin and holding on
to receive the pardon.
The material tests for financing God's work
are quite a few as we pass along. We rejoice
in this, that, hitherto the Lord hath helped us
and we owe Him all the praise. AVe do praise
Him. Dear saints, bring us in prayer as you
t a r r y before the Throne.
AVe wish to recall an error in our last
financial report to the Evangelical Visitor. The
district secretary of the Manor-Pequea Dist.,
Pa., notified us of mistake in his crediting Pequea S. S. with an offering of $13.28 when it
should have been credited to Lancaster S. S ,
Pa. AVe are sorry that it came too late for
recall in publication. W e at once cleared er-
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ror on our records and take this opportunity
of calling our readers' attention. Thank you.
Keceipts
Hall Offerings
$158.25
Special Offerings
12.66
in Jesus' name ...:
7.00
Sr. Mary McNeal, Chambersburg, Pa
5.00
Bro. and Sr. E. Heise, Tulare, Calif
2.0J
Broadcasters, Harrisburg, Pa
5.00
Sr. Mary Asper, Calif
1.00
Kid. Alvui Burkholder, Calif
2.00
Bro. & Sr. Arthur Heise, Hamlin, Kans. 3.0J
Waukena S. S., Calif
8.64
Expenditures
Table Supplies
House Miscellaneous
n a i l Miscellaneous
House Ttent
Hall Rent
Light, Water, Fuel
Poor

$204.54
$44.07
9.76
72
82.50
60.00
23.15
25

Total
$220.45
Balance on hand Dec. 1st,
$18.19
Balance on hand Mar. 1st
2.28
Your co-workers in Jesus' name,
Maggie E. Sollenberger, Rhoda F. Wingert.
473 Guerrero St., San Francisco, Calif.
Phone: Hemlock 1864.
A TESTIMONY
Some of My Experiences Since Consecrating
My Ujif e to the lord.

V I S I T O R
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had done for me, like a flash these words
came to me, "Let your light so shine." I
paused a little and wondered what this all
meant.
Then the entire verse came to my
mind, "Let your light so shine before men that
they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven." Then I wondered how I was to let my light shine. I remembered I had read in the Evangelical Visitor, I F I HAD NOT COME, I thought it was
so good that the Christ had come and made a
way of escape, that we could be saved from
that awful doom.
It was then that I decided to write, but hardly knew if it was the thing to do, or what I
should write. Some time passed, and I still
felt the impression to write. So now I have
written and feel satisfied, and at peace. I
have not written everything, but tried to reach
the high points.
May the Lord bless you when you read these
experiences, is my Prayer. Amen.
Joseph D. Lehman.

be their reward, that is all the devil has to
give. "The wages of sin is death."
W h e n we hear of so many revival efforts being put forth for the saving of souls
I feel to be much in prayer that many precious souls may be won for God. M a y
many be brought to see the hidden evils of
their hearts and cry out for mercy, oh j may
they sing from the bottom of their hearts:

Quiet Hours

Yes, Jesus is waiting with out-stretched
arms, ready to receive all who will come
unto Him, then say good-bye to the world,
good-bye to worldly companions, good-bye
to pride, and every evil that keeps you
away from God who promises everlasting
life. W h y serve the enemy of souls who
has nothing to give but hell and damnation?
Oh, I pray that the evangelist may be filled
with the holy ghost and power, that the
sparks may fly and kindle till all the dross
is consumed, and that each convert may be
as beacon lights along the shore, to save
some poor struggling seaman from being
lost. Let us all who know the worth of
prayer, pray to this end, and surely souls
will be won for God.

As I sit here in my room day after day,
a great part of the time alone, and
not able to do much, I have much time for
meditation and prayer. M y thoughts go
back to the past years of my lifei meditating on the love and mercy of God, of the
many happy seasons we spent in His service, though my life was one of ups and
downs, yet God was ever near and ready
to lift the. burden, when laid at His feet.
T h e parting of. dear children, and greater
the parting of a kind, loving companion,
yet His grace was sufficient. Praise His
dear name, His promises will never fail.

"I've wasted many precious years,
Now I'm coming home;
I now repent with bitter tears,
Lord, I'm coming home.
Coming home, coming home,
Never more to roam,
Open wide thine arms of love,
Lord, I'm coming home."

Before I tell of my experience of consecration, I believe it would be well for me to tell
you of my life beforehand, and how it was
orougnt about.
The first change of my life I experienced at
about the age of nine, and I believe that i
could take you to the exact spot within rive
feet. It was at a time when we held our
meetings in the homes. This service was at
our old homestead. Nearly everyone had gone
home, but Bro. Noah Zooks from the West,
and a few others.
We were sitting in the front room, singing,
and they asked me if they should pray for me.
I do not know if I responded or not, but this
one thing I know, we knelt down and they
prayed for me and I felt something had happened to me, but did not understand what it
W h e n I hear of such terrible deeds and
meant.
Time went on, until about the age of six- crimes committed throughout the world, I
teen, I felt more conviction but was not willing to come out and yield. So I promised the feel the need of being much in prayer. Oh,
Yours in the interest of souls,
Lord I would come out when I got married, or
something like that. That time came, but that the eyes of the wicked could be openSister S. McTaggart,
again it did not suit; I was not willing, so I
did not yield. Yet it seemed that the Lord ed t o see the awfulness of sin. It is not
Box 344, Stayner, Ont.
was with me and helped me to choose a wife,
because I got a good one We had been mar- the poor ; half-clad, or half-starved people
ried about Ave years, when the Lord seemed to
If we become constantly self-sufficient,
be leaving me. That I did not want to have, that do the worst crimes, it is those who
so I started to make restitution, to my wife are not in need, but want a good time,
we inevitably drift away from God and
first. She was so glad that we just had a good
time toegther. Then I came out before the which will only last for a very short sea- deny the deeper voices that speak within
world, the Lord blessed me, and I felt a great son, and then what? Eternal damnation will
us.—Norwood.
relief.
As time went on it seemed that I had not
got to the place where I was satisfied. I beQ"
lieved the Lord had saved me, but did not
"E
know it satisfactorily. I used to hear the
saints tell that we can know it for ourselves;
I also heard them telling of consecrating their
lives to Him. or going through with God.
I did not think that I had that experience. I
wanted to consecrate my life to Him.
Soon after this Bro. Henry T. Frey held our
I thank my God upon every remembrance of you.—Phil. 1:3.
revival, and I was at the altar, seeking the
Lord; I got some relief and thought everything
would come out all right. Well, it went all
want you to know you are never forgotten.
right for a while, but somehow I lost out
again a little.
That the old, old days hid in memory sweet,
Again 1 went to the altar when Bro Lester
Are still a part of my life that I cherish,
Myers held our tent meetings. I felt the need
in my soul, and got some help, but I was not
Without them so much would be incomplete.
quite willing to go all the way.
I kept on in this condition some time. Then
And you are mixed up with so much I remember,
last fall, Bro. Graybill Wolgemuth, of Mt. Joy,
held our revival meetings.
One night he
Your name so often I utter in prayer;
preached on consecration, and made it so plain,
Never forgotten, in earth or in heaven.
at least it was to me. It seemed it was for
me, well, I believe it was for me, for the time
Always the child of God's tenderest care.
came on Nov. 12, 1934, that I did consecrate
my whole life to Him. Not only ME, but my
whole family and some others.
It certainly does make a change in one's life
7 want you to know you are never forgotten,
to go through with the Lord. I thank Him
That my thoughts and my prayers are folding you round.
for it. It does me s.o much good that words
cannot express it._ I feel a s if I a m in anRest in His promises, go where He sends you,
other world. Thank the Lord.
.Seems to me, I can hear someone saying,
Do what He bids you, faithful be found.
Why do I report something like this? This is
why, I t has done me so much good since I
Look up and trust Him, a new year is dawning,
consecrated my life to Him that I thought it
Stretch out your hand and take His today;
may be a help to some one else. Of course,
there are tests, but God is faithful. I t made
Bought by Him, loved by Him, never forgotten.
such a change in our home, and I enjoyed
Christmas so much more than usual. You can
Hid in His heart forever and aye."
Selected.
certainly enjoy life when you have the Christ
within.
The day after Christmas as I was driving
along the road and thinking of what the Lord
H
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Choice and Preparation of
the Home
is a wonderful simplifier of
T HlifeE Gospel
problems; its instruction heeded
would make plain many a perplexity and
save us from many an error. It teaches us to
estimate things in their true value and to
give the most effort to the things of greatest
worthy the things that will endure. This
lesson is needed for those upon whom
the responsibility rests of selecting a home.
Let us remember that the home on earth
is to be a symbol of and a preparation for,
the home in Heaven. Life is a training
school from which parents and children are
to be graduated to the higher school in
the mansion of God. Be not controlled by
the desire for wealth ( the dictates of
fashion, or the customs of society. Consider what will tend most to simplicity,
purity, health, and real worth. T h e world
over, the cities are becoming hot-beds of
vice. Everywhere are enticements to sensuality and dissipation. Every day brings
the records of violence, robberies, murders,
suicides and crimes unnameable. Life in
the cities is false and artificial. They are
opening the doors to everything that is evil.
Upon the youth they have almost resistless power. One of the most subtle and
dangerous temptations that assail the children and youth is the lovq of pleasure.
Games and horse races draw so many
and the whirl of excitement and pleasure
attracts them away from the sober duties
of life.
It was not God's purpose in the beginning that people should be engaged in such
unholy business and breaking the Lord's
day and having it as a sport day. Better
than any other inheritance of wealth you
can give to your children will be the gift
of a healthy body j sound mind and a noble
character.
W h a t were t h e conditions
chosen by the infinite Father for His Son.
A secluded home in the Galilean Hills;
a household sustained by honest, self-respecting labor; a life of simplicity, selfsacrificer economy and patient, gladsome
service; the hour of study at his mother's
knee with the open scroll of Scripture;
the quiet of dawn or twilight in the green
valley; the holy ministries of nature; the
study of creation and providence. These
were the conditions and opportunities of
the early life of Jesus. Study the lives of
Abraham, Jacob, Joseph, of Moses and
David. Study the lives of those of later
times who have most worthily filled positions of trust and responsibilities. The men
whose influences have been most effective
for the world's uplifting. How many of
these were reared in country homes? They
did not spend their youth in amusement.
The need is at present that fathers and
mothers feel their responsibility. Parents
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should remember that their children will
encounter these temptations and that the
only way of escape is to train them in the
way they should go and when they are old
they will not depart from it. Teach them
that God needs them for missionaries and
that Jesus needs them more and more as
they get the Holy Spirit in their lives and the
parents can feel happy that they have done
their part as the Lord is pleased when He
finds us all fulfilling our little mission.
There is a poem that reads like this:
Better than gold is a peaceful home
Where all the fireside characters come.
The Shrine of love and the Heaven of life,
Hallowed by mother, or sister, or wife.
However humble the home may be,
Or tried with sorrows by Heaven's decree,
The blessings that never were bought or sold
And center there, are better than gold.
—Selected.
—Sel. by Adda Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.

A Double Portion
W h e n Elisha was a s s u r e d that
a wish would be granted him before
the departure of Elijah he asked, "Let a
double portion of thy spirit be upon me".
It is a confession of need. As we look
out upon the world and realize the call of
Christ we see our need. This is the first
necessity in our Christian experience.
W h e n we recognize our need we are prepared for a blessing. Elisha was conscious of his own weakness. He is not
ready to step into1 the place of the Prophet
without the endowment of the Prophet.
Every one who is called to Christ is
called to minister. Isaiah says: " O Zion,
that bringest good tidings, get thee up into
the high mountain; * * say unto the cities
of Judah t Behold your God". T h e heir to
the prophetic spirit of the Old Testament
is the church. God has called His Church
for a particular service. Every man has
his own work to do. Elisha did not ask
that he might become Elijah, but he asked
for the spirit of Elijah. In making this
request he expressed his willingness to consecrate himself to God as did Elijah.
God's gifts are free, but we must meet
all conditions. The conditions are not
always easy. Many would like to be
Christians if it were easy. Some one
asked Carlyle, "How may I become a
writer with ease?" Carlyle's simple response was, "I cannot tell you." Continuing he said: 'I am not quite sure that
Shakespeare ever wrote with ease; he
wrote with rapidity only after he had
thought with intensity. Goethe never
wrote with ease. He said nothing ever
came to him in his sleep. Dante saw himself grow lean over his Divine Comedy."
If a preacher finds his work easy, it is hard
on the congregation. If you find it easy
to teach a Sunday School class, we pity
the class. There must be complete conse-
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cration and intensified effort. Schools may
educate and equip us. Visions make us.
Elisha did many wonderful works and
brought honor to his Lord t but we do not
hear him saying that he was the successor
to Elijah. He took the mantle and smote
the waters and the divided Jordan was the
witness that the God of Elijah was the
God of Elisha. The man who draws near
to God is always ready to praise God.
There is never any time to praise self.
God gives richly to all who are willing to
give to Him.—The C. U. Herald.

Another Version of I Cor. 13
Though I speak with much zeal and fervor in meeting, or with a voice as soft as an
angel, and though I shout loud and jump
high, and refuse to speak to my next door
neighbor, I am as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal.
And though I disregard all worldliness
and attire myself in the plainest of clothing,
if I manifest a fault-finding spirit toward
my brethren in Christ, I am profited nothing.
And though I be a member of the strictest sect in Christendom and suffer much
persecution thereby, if I boast of this fact,
and consider those of other denominations
far beneath my notice, and not as beloved of
God, as "my crowd," it maketh my profession of religion to be as nothing.
Love suffereth long and considereth the
rights of others; love straineth not at gnat
and swalloweth a camel; love singeth,
speaketh, prayeth, not to be heard of men;
is not self-seeking; doth not act in a cooi
manner toward one by whom it hath been
reproved; seeketh not to be on the official
board, refueeth not to do small things;
thinketh not itself to be wise above all
others.
Rejoiceth not in the failures and humiliation of its enemies, but rejoiceth to see
them find an altar of prayer.
•Beareth misunderstandings and slights,
believeth itself to have yet much land ahead
to be possessed, hopeth to turn as many as
possible from sin unto righteousness, endureth with patience the faults of all.
Love never faileth but whether there be
opinions of men they shall fail; whether
there be fanatics their tongues shall be silenced; whether there be denominations they
shall pass away. For we know very little
of ourselves, therefore we should not lean to
our own understanding, but when we are
made perfect in love, our criticizing, faultfinding, sectarian spirit shall pass away.
When we were sinners, we spoke as sinners, we understood as sinners, we thought
as sinners, but when we became children of
God we put away all ungodliness.
Even though we now see through a glass
darkly, God's Spirit will lead us and teach
us to be wise as serpents and harmless as
doves, that the cause of Christ be not hindered, if we but show a willingness to be
led.
And now abideth faith, hope, love—these
three, but the greatest of these is love.
—Selected by Mary Landis.
"Be kindly affectioned one to another
with brotherly love; in honour preferring
one another." Rom. 12:10.
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Memoir Seven
By ]. A.
Part I
H E Epitaph of Lord Macaulay concerning Henry Martyn would be a fitting epitaph for the missionary of the
Brethren in Christ Church whom I choose
to call "The Praying Missionary" for as
far as I know, Harvey Lady's name stands
foremost in prayer life. Following are the
words of Macaulay inserting the name
"Lady" in "Martyn's" place.

T

"Here Lady lies! In manhood's early bloom
The Christian hero found a pagan tomb;
Religion, sorrowing o'er her favorite son,
Points to the trophies which he won—
Eternal trophies, not with slaughter red,
Not stained with tears by hopeless captives
shed,
But trophies of the Cross; for that dear name
Through every form of danger, death, and
shame,
Onward he journeyed to a happier shore,
Where danger, death, and shame are known
no more."

On nearly any day and at any hour of
the day while Harvey Lady was a student
at Grantham, the days in which I knew him
best, a voice could have been heard in
prayer coming from the room of our beloved brother. He communed with God,
made God his constant companion, and the
result was he lived the God-life everywhere. He was one of the most pious
young men I ever met.
But before we discuss his characteristics
further we must go back a little in his history> and see his heritage. Harvey Lady
was born in Dickinson County, Kansas,
M a y 19, 1892. (One of his family puts the
year 1893). His father, Samuel Lady, was
born in Adams County, Penn. So we see
that Harvey had the heritage of the good
Pennsylvania stock. His mother was Mary
Olive Frey, who was born in Illinois, but
moved to Kansas with her parents, when
she was but a girl. Harvey's mother is a
sister to Eld. H. J. Frey of Rhodesia,
Africa. She was a most pious woman and
taught her family to fear God and keep His
precepts j early in life.
Harvey Lady's boyhood days were spent
with his parents on a farm north of Abilene,
Kansas. He was very young when he gave
his heart to the Lord. W h e n His Lord
was twelve years of age He said, "'Wist ye
not that I must be about my Father's business." W h e n Harvey was around twelve
years of age he felt that he should be baptized and unite with the Brethren in Christ
Church. How frequently have I mentioned
in former Memoirs that many of our missionaries were converted young in life. And
here is another! Concerning his early life
one of his brothers has written, "I can only
remember him as being a zealous Christian.

Climenhaga
Anything he did he always did with great
zeal, whether it was working or playing, or
serving the Lord. He was also methodical
in what he did. He was also very conscientious and took much interest in his
younger brothers and sisters, as he was the
oldest of the family. While home we could
often hear him praying off by himself. He
had a regular time to fast. I remember on
different occasions that he would play with
us younger children awhile and then he
would say ( 'now we will have prayer' and
then he would pray for each one of us."
Brother Harvey Lady recognized early
in life that in order to do efficient work for
the Master, due preparation was needed.
He finished the grade school at thirteen
years of age. While at country school his
life was an exemplary Christian life. The
impressions for good which he made upon
his school mates and teachers, still linger in
the thoughts of many. It can be truthfully
said that he was a missionary, first at home
and then at school. W h a t would some of
us not give if we were able to look back
over our teen age and recall that our lives,
at that time, were telling for God?
He was very young, comparatively
speaking, when he received the impressions
that some day he should go to the land beyond the sea, to make Jesus Christ known
to a people less fortunate than he. He had
godly parents. The heathen did not. The
need of the field made its appeal to him
during that age when impressions are most
strongly made. And these impressions did
not leave him as he grew older.
Brother Lady's secondary education was
varied. He attended the Hephzibah Missionary Training School at Tabor, Iowa,
for sometime. He is still remembered by
many of the Tabor people. His life at
Tabor was a living example of the life of
Jesus Christ. Christ was his constant companion and friend.
During the year 1913 he taught the Jabbok Orphanage School at Thomas, Okla.
There is no orphanage there now. W h a t
was the Orphanage has become The Jabbok Bible School. It was while at Jabbok
that he first met his companion to be. Sister Lady is still labouring for God at Mtshabezi Mission, S. Rhodesia, Africa. I
am indebted to her for the foregoing and
following information. She is entirely too
honest and modest to unduly eulogize anyone. Concerning their sweet courtship she
has written, "I fully intended to join the
ranks of consecrated workers here, alone;
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but to my great joy, and the satisfaction of
my parents, He also called another soldier,
the choicest of the choice, and gave him to
me as my bosom companion.
Oh, how zealous he was! How brave
and true! H o w firmly he stood for the
right—denouncing all sin and self-gratification with a boldness which knew no fear,
except the fear of Him who had called him
to be a soldier—yet how loving, tender
and compassionate he was! An ideal missionary! •
But alas, how brief his term of service
here! However, his few short years were
filled with an intensive service, and 'he being dead, yet speaketh.'
In fact I always felt like mine was quite
complete, in itself, until the very first time
I met him. Then and there I became aware
of the fact that there was a great incompleteness which he could and would supply
in God's own time and way."
In a personal note Sister Lady remarked,
"By the way you might be interested to
know that the introduction, and marvelously sweet revelation took place at Jabbok,
where he was teaching school, when I arrived, with four other Kansas girls, to help
prepare for conference in 1913." I received this letter when I was teaching at Jabbok a couple of years ago.
As previously intimated, Harvey Lady
also spent some time at the Messiah Bible
School at Grantham. It was there that I
first met him to remember him. It was also at Grantham that I first met his beloved

Names and Addresses
Foreign Missionaries
Africa
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F . Eshelman. Elder R. II. Mann, Mrs. S. K. Doner, and Miss Lois
Frey, Miss Mary C. Kreider, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Bishop and Mrs. H. H, Brubaker, Mr. and Mrs. David B. Hall,
Mis. Naomi Lady, Miss Mary Brenaman, Miss Martha Kauffnian. Miss Sadie Book, and Miss Anna Wolgemuth, Mtshabezi
Mission, P . B. 102 " M " , Bulawayo, South Rhodesia, South
Africa.
WANEZI
Elder and Mrs. II. J. Frey, Wanezl Mission, Filabusi, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Annie M. Winger, Miss
Verda Moyer, Miss Anna R. Engle, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
SIKAL0NG0
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Miss Anna Eyster, and Miss
Elizabeth Engle, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagaipur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. D. M. Dick, Miss B. Ella Cayman, Miss Anna M.
Steckley, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Foote.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagaipur, India, Elder »nd
Mrs. Charles Engle, Miss M. Effle Rohrer.

missionaries Enroute to Fields
Mail for Mr. and Mrs. George Paulus should
be addressed to Saharsa, B. N". W. Ry., Dist.
Bhagaipur, India.
As soon as these missionaries are stationed
correct addresses will be given.
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companion. If memory would serve me
accurately volumes might be written about
Brother Lady's school days at Grantham.
His confidence in God, his prayer life, his
diligent application to his studies ; his congenial loving attitude to the fellow students, his industry in lending a helping
hand to one and all, his blameless courtship
methods, his loyal support to each religious
and social event, etc., all form chapters in
my memory gallery. His life to me was an
ideal life and often in conversation, or in
public talks do I refer to this prince of
praying missionaries. He not only professed sanctification, he lived it. T o him
sanctification was not a mere theory but a
life. Often my heart cries out, Lord give
us young men today to" fill our seminaries
and Bible Schools, our Academies and
Colleges, like was seen in the school life
of Harvey Lady. While he took life seriously he had enough humour to make his
life balanced.
To show how he was appreciated by his
fellow students I herewith give a part of
a Memorial written by a student and alumnus of M. B. C. who knew Bro. Lady well.
He writes, " W e are pleased to note a few
characteristics which he possessed. If he
was gentle, he knew when to be firm. He
loved his fellowmen intensely, but hated
sin with the same ardour. He had the
courage of his convictions, but just as
readily yielded in trivialities and in matters
concerning mere personal tastes. His unquestioned integrity invariably seasoned
his speech with fairness and grace. He
created his own atmosphere wherever he
went. N o ill feeling or any unchristian act
could ever flourish in his presence. His
piety was a constant conviction to the careless and frivolous. All who knew him in
his daily life are ready to testify to this
last statement." "The Orthos" 1922.
(To be continued.)

God is Faithful
A News Item from India
(l ¥ E S U S answers prayer today, in the
J | same old fashioned way; He will answer our petitions if we truly pray." Oh,
how certain it is that God never forsakes
an honest soul. After having had a glimpse
of Jesus one is seldom ever tempted to go
back. Thank God, conversion works the
same on this side of the globe as it does
in America. The day of sound conversions
is not past.
Ever since the founding of the Mission
in India a great deal of Zennanah W o r k
(visiting the women in their homes) has
been done. Often it has seemed as if the
seed fell upon stony ground and we felt
tempted to think it did not pay. But it always pays to scatter the precious seed—
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none can itell just when some soft soil may
be available; some good ground may be at
hand where least expected- In these homes
there are often small children and young
people about who thus hear the story of
Jesus for the first time and a deep and lastting impression may be made as will be
seen in the incident I am about to relate.
Among the many homes visited during
the years is a Brahman home in Supaul, the
head man of which is a retired Government
Officer. Through the visitations of the
different missionaries stationed there from
time to time a real friendship sprang up between the members of this home and the
missionaries, and many were the social and
spiritual visits to that home. In it were
numerous growing children who heard the
message of Jesus from time to time. W h o
can tell but what the young man about
whom we are going to tell you, first heard
the call of the Lord Jesus Christ through
one of these meetings?
About five years ago while special meetings were in progress in Supaul with a very
spiritual coloured brother from America in
charge, at the close of one of the evening
meetings a young man of about seventeen
years of age came forward and declared
himself a believer in Christ and asked for
baptism. He was none other than the
grandson of the man whose home is mentioned above, Sibendranath Sen, by name.
Now, we are sure there are many who will
recall the incident as it was reported at the
time, and we are sure also that there are a
few who have been definitely praying for
him through the years, and the same will
rejoice to hear the latest news of "Siben."
Those who have been praying for this
young man 'will recall that he was bitterly
persecuted by his people. One of our missionaries saw the welts on his back which
were inflicted by his father, in an attempt
to compel him to bow to the family gods.
There followed a long train of events; the
boy ran away from home and sought the
company of the evangelist in Central India,
was brought home by his angry father, and
kept almost entirely out of sight of the
Mission and missionaries through the years.
But month after month at our Day of
Prayer we have been holding on for this
precious soul. God faileth not. At times
one of the missionaries reported some brief
news of him but more often all was silent
and we did not as much as know where he
was. Once some of our missionary sisters
went to visit the home as in days of yore
and were met by the man of the house and
most rudely treated, and Lo! right while
they were standing at the door Siben came
out of the house and spoke to them, though
they were unable to have conversation.
W h a t seemed to enrage the grandfather
still more was the fact that Siben had just
come home that day. He had been keeping
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him away from home and making great effort to keep him out of reach of the missionaries and the very day he came home
for a visit, here the missionaries came, it
looked very suspicious to him, but they
were perfectly innocent of the boy's whereabouts. Here again we note the faithfulness
of the Holy Spirit. On the few occasions
when it was possible to have a word with
Siben he had given the testimony that he
could never forget what God had done for
him and there was nothing to go back to
in the world of Hinduism.
W i t h nothing but the above few acknowledgments we were compelled to go
on until the present time. Then suddenly
one day as a certain missionary was walking along the road'in Supaul Siben loomed
up before her. She stopped for a word or
two with him but soon discovered that
there were spies following him and listening to all that was being said.
The Lord led the missionary to visit
the (grandfather and try to have a heart to
heart talk with him. A first visit was made
without any great success. Upon a second
visit to the old gentleman's office a long and
stirring conversation took place. The missionary prayed for grace and guidance and
went to the home !with thumping heart, but
God seemingly answered prayer and much
was accomplished in appeasing the old
man's wrath toward the Mission and in
bringing him to a truer understanding of the
missionaries and their work. At a certain
point in the conversation this man intimated
that it was his opinion that missionaries
come to India for material gain and that
they are rewarded according to the number
of converts they are able to make. At this
point the Lord promised the missionary to
give a personal and very detailed testimony,
of, first a conversion from sin unto God,
and then a consecration of all and a call to
leave all with no hope of fame or gain to
come to a strange land. The old man began to knit his brow, then he got up hurriedly from his chair and began to pace the
floor. He went to his desk and opened a
drawer and began to fumble and the missionary wondered if he was going to give
her a gift of money out of sympathy, and
she was fully prepared to refuse. The
drawer was again pushed shut and he
stood once more before the missionary with
puzzled brow. "Well, I have never heard
of anything like this before; this is beyond
my comprehension!" Presently he began to
ask questions about the grandson: "Have
you missionaries been following up Siben?"
he asked, "and have you tried to keep in
touch with him?" The reply was that it
could honestly be said that we have never
tried to keep in touch with him excepting
with our prayers, but that we had been
praying for him most earnestly. And then
the poor man came out" with the fact which
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had been so perplexing his mind, "Well, do
you know that boy |has never given up his
determination to be a Christian no matter
how hard we have tried to make him forget it." He then asked another question
which had been harassing his mind for so
long, "Tell me why he sticks to it like
this?" "Chandra Babu," came the earnest
reply, "I sincerely believe that God called
that boy and that is the reason you cannot
deter him in his purpose. W e idid not call
him to that meeting and we did not invite
him to go forward and make the confession
which he did." "I believe that God has
called him so that he may lead you and
your whole family to Christ." This was a
bold statement to make, no doubt, but it
was amazing how meekly he took it.
That evening as the same missionary
was at the Supaul Railway Station walking
up and down the platform waiting for the
train, a ray of light fell upon the face of a
tall figure. The missionary's heart began to
pound violently, "That is surely Siben and
I must see him and speak with him!" As a
matter of fact he was in the home at the
time the above conversation was being carried on with his grandfather, tho the missionary dreamed not of it. God is faithful!
Yes, in a few moments she found herself in
conversation with Siben, his father and an
uncle. On account of the two accompanying him just then she could not enter into
any spiritual conversation but she waited
an opportunity. Soon the train was to pull
out and it was learned that Siben would be
on the same train as herself and unaccompanied- A native preacher was quietly
spoken to by the missionary and as the
train started on its way to Saharsa, Siben
found himself in company of Drharm Das,
one of our most spiritual workers.
Time and space will not permit a detailed account of the conversation between
the two, but at Saharsa while the train was
stopping Siben came and spoke quite freely
to a group of missionaries on the platform.
He told them that he has never gone back
on what God has done for him, neither
does he intend to do so. Although he has
not yet been baptized he is associating with
different Christian leaders in Calcutta. He
is now in his second year of a five year
course of mechanical engineering which he
is taking. He still keeps in touch with the
evangelist, Bro. Smith. He says his people have at last given up ihopes of winning
him back' to Hinduism and do not try to
hinder him any more. Arrangements were
made to keep in closer touch with him in
the- future, also an effort will be made to
get him in touch with spiritual people in
Calcutta. Please keep on praying for Siben.
God is still on the throne!
Feb. 12, 1935
Ruth B. Foote, News Reporter-
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Mtshabezi News Notes
JANUARY, 1935
By Anna R.

Wolgemuth

I T H the coming of a new year there
comes a change of news reporters
to the Evangelical Visitor. It has fallen to
my lot to inform the readers of the Visitor
of the events and news of Mtshabezi Mission during the year 1935. It is my prayer
and wish that these items will not be mere
items of interest, or items to fill up the
pages of the paper, but that they will speak
to the readers and create a greater interest
in Mission work in Africa.
Sr. Lady has again returned after a few
months of rest. W e are glad to have her
with us again.
T w o sons were born to young mothers at
the Mtshabezi Dispensary. The one is the
grandson of Bunu our faithful helper. The
other is the first child of a mother who at
one time was a faithful Christian girl at
the Mission, but who is now living with a
man by heathen custom.
Bro. and Sr. Cullen, Bro. C. A. Winger
and Sr. Annie Winger from Macha and
Sikalongo Missions visited at Mtshabezi.
Numerous Staff meetings are held for arranging the work for the year, and to prepare for the opening of school. Many
changes are necessary this year due to the
change in staff.
Jan. 14th. the girls returned to the Mission after six weeks' vacation. Many new
ones came, some to enter school and others
to work. W e are very sorry that some had
to return to their homes, because we were
unable to take them all in, due to crowded
conditions in the dormitories. As we take
up the work of a new year we ask the
prayers of God's children for us and the
girls that it will be a profitable year. It is
our desire that each girl will advance spiritually as rapidly as she advances educationally and industrially. It is interesting
to note the advancement of each girl while
here at the Mission. It is our prayer that
they may grow Spiritually.
Srs. Anna and Elizabeth Engle spent almost a week here at Mtshabezi upon their
arrival from America. It was a pleasant
treat to speak with those who had so recently come from the home-land. Soon after their arrival the boxes also arrived. The
opening and distributing of the contents of
the boxes is a thing of great interest. Each
person is eager to see what has come for
themselves.
Jan. 26 and 27. Bro. and Sr. W . O.
Winger and family, Sr. Martha Kauffman
and myself spent the week-end at Sibali
school to have a farewell service. This
was a long, rough ride- T w o wide, bridgeless, sandy rivers had to be crossed. There
was not much water in either one, but
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crossing was difficult because of the deep
sand. At both places the car had to be
pushed to get it out of the sand. The road
is not well graded, nor paved. It can
scarcely, truthfully be called a road, because at some places it is only a foot path
with stumps, rocks, low tree branches and
thorny bushes to hinder travel. W e arrived at the school safely, camped for the
night, had an interesting meeting on Sunday and started home in the late afternoon.
While on .our home-ward way our attention was attracted by the smell of burning
rubber and smoke. Immediate investigation
revealed a short-circuit in the lighting system. The wires were wrapped with a
piece of old cloth,and we again went on
our way in safety. W e reached the Mission soon after nine o'clock very thankful
to God for His protection.
Jan. 27. Another soul changed time for
eternity. A victim suffering from a disease
prevalent among the Africans who came to
the Mission for treatment when she was
beyond help was laid to her final resting
place.

T h e Wayside Mission
N motoring through the States, one delights to see the church buildings here
and there in the country districts—and how
one longs sometimes to stop in to a service,
unbeknown, and be refreshed in spirit. I
especially remember one little church situated on the junction of two highways.
W h a t an inspiration that place has been to
the writer!
It may interest some of you to know that
Matopo Mission is also located on a highway. Rather, we should say, the highway
came to the Mission. Here people come in
times of various needs. Apart from the natives who live in the vicinity, and who belong here, many turn in when enroute from
one place to another, to refresh themselves.
Often, they spend the night here. And
there have been those travellers who in
times of severe illness have turned in and,
after a few hours, were numbered in the
city of the dead.
Those living here have a wonderful opportunity to help people of various races
and in numerous ways, if only to sell a gallon or two of gasoline, or to give a glass
of water, or to direct the way for a
stranger. But, sad to say, not many are
seeking after the W a y of Life.
W e have begun another school year.
There are 138 natives here who are either
in school or working to go in later on. The
children in the morning school number 115
(also called the practising school for those
learning to teach). These come from their
homes for each day's sessions.
It is interesting to note how many children of Christian parents and teachers are
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
No. 171

SOLOMON
Topic for April 7, 1935
Scripture Reading, Joshua 1:1-9

I.

His ascent to the throne. Bathsheba, Nathan, feasts and a crown. I Kings 1:11-40.
H. l a s t admonitions from a father. Last
words of parting friends are generally cherished words. Notice the truths associated
with the words "shew" and "keep" in I
Kings 2:1-4 as they apply to the development of character; make some practical applications. The last charge as recorded in I
Chron. 22:6-13 and 28:10 are instructions
concerning his future task. How about those
last admonitions from either an earthly or
our heavenly Father?
III. His sense of responsibility and its results. I Kings 3:7-14. Compare the expressions of this man with that of Jesus in Luke
14:11 and Matt. 21:25-27. A contrast can
be found in Dan. 4:30.
I Kings 3:16-28, and I Kings 10:1-5 give
adidtional light on the result of this decision. Transcribe I Kings 10:14 into our
money, to this add the things mentioned in
verse 15, and you get a revelation of the fulfillment of the promise as given to Solomon
in II Chron. 1:12. What does this teach us?
I"V. A Prosperous Reign.
A day's provision. I Kings 4:22-23.
Bringing up the ark. I Kings 8:1-21.
It was a place of inquiry. Josh. 7:6-9.
It was a symbol of God's presence. I Samuel 4:7.
But remember II Tim. 3:5.
His prayer at the dedication. I Kings 8:22-61.
Sacrifices at the dedication. I Kings 8:62-64.
What kind of sacrifices does God want
from us? Psa. 51:17, Romans 12:1.
V.

A Shadowed End. I Kings 11:1-13.
Why? Answer, first seven words of v. 1.
The offence, v. 2.
The effects.
Turned away his
v. 3.
Caused him to
v. 6.
God's sentence, v. 11.
Compare I Kings 11:9-10 and part of two
appearances in I Kings 3:14 and I Kings 9:4-7
and see the fulfillment of Prov. 29:1.

MAKING- THE YOUNG- PEOPLES' SERVICES
INTERESTING
Making a T. P. service interesting is largelv
a matter of local leadership. Two groups of
local leaders will take the same plan or program, one will give it much thought and prepare carefully for a successful service, but the
other group will say, "That is a good plan or
program, we can use t h a t without much preparation." The results are, the group with the
leadership which takes its work seriously has
a very interesting and helpful service; the
group which drifts along and makes no detailed preparation has a dry and uninteresting
service,
*
* *
We have observed different societies in tb^ir
use of the topic lessons presented in The
"Visitor. Some of the most interesting services
we have ever attended have been those in
which topics from The Visitor were used.
Those having charge had given time, thought
and prayer to the preparation of the topic,
they considered their taking part in the service as an act of religious service and put their
hearts into it. They did not stand up and read
aloud what some writer had presented concerning the topic, rather they read and studied
these writings as a guide. They had gathered
additional information from their own life experiences or from local conditions, and had
carefully prepared their talk or discussion and
presented it a s their very own. But we have
been in other services, where the topics in The
Visitor "were used, which were anything but
interesting. The young people having leadership made no preparation. They either clipped certain portions from the topic lesson, or
passed a marked copy of The Visitor among
those taking part in the service. One after another stood and read aloud what had been
written concerning the topic. They were poor
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No. 172.
SOME PACTS ABOUT CHRIST
Topic for April 14, 1935
Scripture Reading, Proverbs
I.

He is Eternally Existent.
1. Where was Jesus before the world was
created ?
Jno. 17:5, 24; Jno. 1:12; Prov. 8:22-26:
Col 2:17.
(If these scriptures would be copied and
read toegther without hesitancy it would
add to the interest).
2. Where was Jesus when the world was being created?
Prov. 8:27-31; John 1:3; Heb. 1:2, 10-12.
3. Where is Jesus now?
Mk. 16:19; I Jno. 2:2; Acts 1:9; 7:56, 57;
Heb. 1:3.
4. Where may we expect Him when time
ends?
Acts 1:11; Heb. 9:28; Rev. 3:11; Matt.
25:31; Jude 14:15.
II. Jesus and the Father.
1. What is the relation of Jesus to the Father?
Jno. 10:30 and Jno. 9:35-38; Heb. 1:3.
2. How did God manifest himself in the O. T.
and since? Heb. 1:2.
Is Jesus God? Does He say that He is?
Wha.t does the world say? What do you
say?
III. Jesus Incarnate.
1. What did He do and why? Phil. 2:5-8.
2. What did He endure and why? Matt. 4:111; Heb. 2:18: 4:15.
3. What could He have done but did not and
why? Matt. 26:53, 54.
W h a t does Incarnation mean?
What does it mean to you? Col. 12:20-23.
27; Col. 12:12.
Suggestion:—The story of Matt. 4:1-11, and
also of Matt. 26:47—to as much as is desired,
could be used for the children to tell the
story.
" W h e r e two or three are gathered t o gether in my name, there am I in the midst
of them." Matt. 18:20.

readers, the service was dead and the speakers
twice dead—they were so dead mentally and
so lazy physically that they would not take
time and effort to study and prepare a worthwhile discussion—and the group of young people were disgusted. After hearing a number
of excuses offered by young people for merely
reading aloud from The Visitor there is only
one reason that we can accept; that is, these
young people are too lazy to study. Any young
person that can master his studies in the upper
grades or high school can master the topics
presented for our V. P. services.
*
* *
If the services of a local society are not interesting why not t r y this plan? Have a meeting of the society on some week night for an
informal fellowship gathering. As a part of
this meeting have a general discussion on
"What can we do to make our services more
interesting?" Let the pastor, president and
devotional committee closely observe all. suggestions made and as far a s practical -work
these suggestions into your local society program. Perhaps between the time of this informal gathering and your next weekly devotional meeting the local council may work
out some definite plans for creating more interest in the work of the V. P. and for having
more inspiring services. These plans may be
presented at the regular devotional service.
Let each local officer think, pray, study and
plan to make your local T. P. services more interesting and spiritual.—Adapted.
—The foregoing article has been selected bv
the Bible Study Program Committee, with the
thought that it might offer some helpful suggestions to our own Voung People's Societies.
Reduced to a few words, the article emphasizes the t r u t h t h a t "you get out of a, thing
just about what you put into it." We believe
this truth holds good .iust as surely for Voung
People's Meetings, as for anything else.
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now coming to us. Our scholars abound
in Biblical names, among which are Jordan,
Hebron, Pilate, Caesar, Caleb, Philemon—
and even Manasseh.
They range in age from 8 to 27 years.
T w o of the number are half caste.
There are eight sets of brothers and five
sets of brothers and sisters.
T h e new Memorial building now has two
rooms ready for use. W e expect, the Lord
willing, to have the cornerstone-laying on
Feb. 9th. •
I am sure all will rejoice with us that at
last this building has been begun. As to
school rooms they are very badly needed,
indeed.
W e thank all the kind friends who made
possible again the sending of gifts from
home. M a y God bless you all and give
you much satisfaction in His work.
Yours in the interest of others,
E. Steckley.

Matopo Mission
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
TANUARY
H P H E usual Christmas service was held
*• on Christmas D a y and the salt gift
given to nearly three hundred. More and
more Christmas as a special day is coming
to be observed by the natives; but as is frequenly the case with Europeans, the spiritual significance is often entirely obscured.
During the holidays, every member of
the Matopo Staff spent a few days either
at Mtshabezi or W a n e z i . These opportunities for refreshing change and fellowship are always most welcome. W e were
glad also to have some of our co-workers
visit at Matopo. Sr. Annie Winger spent
several weeks here in Southern Rhodesia.
The Executive Board meeting at W a n e z i
occasioned the coming of Bro. Cullen and
Bro. C. Winger.
Sr. Cullen came south
with her husband and visited at Matopo
and Mtshabezi. Sr. Lois Frey spent several weeks on her mid-term furlough visiting her parents p„t W a n e z i Missions and
then went to the Cape. W e trust that the
stay at the Coast in the more bracing climate which prevails there, together with
the opportunity of fellowship with other
Christian workers will be a blessing to her.
Dec. 13. W e e k l y prayer meeting. Bundani speaks. Bundani and Timote, two
married men who have been attending
school, are leaving us this year for outschool work, and will be missed in the spiritual part of t he work. Pray that they
may foe faithful.—Brubakers with their
"flitting" pass through on way to their
home-to-be at Mtshabezi.
Dec. 14. Angry M a t o p o bees!
Haul
(native expression of dismay). Bro. Mann
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works at the hives and consequently, a
number of us have swollen faces.
Dec. 15. Some of us go out to visit villages. At this season of the year it is difficult to find the people at home as they
have much work in their gardens.
Dec. 18. Peach-canning season on.
Dec. 21. Good post. How we appreciate being remembered with Christmas
greetings!
Dec. 23. Sr. Steckley out to village on
call.
Dec. 24. Sr. Book administers first year
Sindabele exam, to Sr. Kreider.
Dec. 25. A very warm day. Thank God
for His Christmas Gift!
Jan. 11. Eva Ndhlovu, Sr. Eshelman's assistant for Girls' Industrial work, arrives.

She is the daughter of one of our old members and comes to us well recommended
from Hope Fountain School (L. M. S.).
W e are glad for her bright testimonies in
our meetings. Will you pray that she may
be made a real blessing here at Matopo?
The native teachers have wonderful opportunities for blessing their people if they will
keep humble and faithful.
Jan. 16. Sr. Anna and Sr. Elizabeth
Englei• ,'.'' ,'ive from America! W e rejoice
with thanksgiving. They go on to Mtshabezi next day.
Jan. 21. Bro. Mann harvests honey and
we are consoled for our stings.
Jan. 22. Boys arriving by twos, threes,
and larger groups. 115 present for evening
prayers.
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Jan. 23. Registration Day. The Halls,
Sr. Lady, and the Engle sisters, from Mtshabezi go to Bulawayo. W e open boxes
from America when they return from town.
Many thanks to all the dear home people
for the things you sent us!
Jan. 27. Sr. Doner, after five years of
faithful service, hands over the superintendency of Sunday school to Bro. Eshelman. Bro. Mann out to villages.
Jan. 28. Morning school opens with enrollment of 98. More follow.
Jan. 31. A very heavy rain on the iron
roof of the church surpasses Dhlodhlo's
voice several times while preaching. He
starts singing, "Izibusiso Z i Yeza". (Showers of Blessing). W e are having much rain
this season.
—Reporter.
"E
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This is issue No. 6, which means that you have received nearly onefourth of the copies of the 1935 issues of the "Evangelical Visitor." But
there are still 20 issues to be printed, beginning with April 1st to the
end of the year. This means that for twenty consecutive times we must
pray, and think, and plan to put into that paper such things as will be helpf ul and inviting to our readers. But our problem does not end there. If we
are to be true to our trust it means that we shall make every consistent and
possible effort to get the message of the "Evangelical Visitor" into other
homes that do not receive the paper. We cannot do this without your
help, and that explains the caption used at the top of this plea, "A Macedonian Call."
Dear friends, we want to talk to you right out of our heart. Are there
not people in your community, do you not have sons and daughters who
ought to get the message of the printed page ? Do you not have a neighbor
who should be receiving the Gospel light and truth that is constantly being
disseminated through the "Visitor" ? Will you not do your part in making
it possible for them to get it for the remaining months of 1935?
We haven't a long story to tell. We have faith enough to believe that
God will make it possible to get the paper into these new homes, if you will
do your part. We believe the following offer is sufficiently attractive to
warrant the use of some of your tithe money to make possible the success
of this drive right now. Will you not help us to add 500 new names to our
"Visitor" list before we close our reports for this year?
If you will send us $1.25, the price of one year's subscription, we will
send the paper to two new subscribers for the remaining months of 1935*
If you will send us $5.00, we will send it to 9 new subscribers. Send us
$10.00 and we will send it to 20 new subscribers for the remainder of the
year.
A subscription blank is enclosed in this paper. Kindly use it to forward your gift subscription to reach us before March 31st. Help us close
the year without a deficit in our "Evangelical Visitor" fund.
Yours in behalf of the "Visitor,"

P. S.
Q„
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Why not have your Sunday School send a $10.00! Subscription Roll
—Fifty Schools would add a Thousand Names to Our List.
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